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Basketball Grand Final

From Left: Brock Bowron, Joseph Fonda, Tamara McWhirter, Elizabeth Spencer, Chloe Robertson, Jordy Medlen,
Elle Trevenen, Brady Caruthers, Lyn Carruthers (coach) and Bradley O’Neill.
Lake Grace Basketball grand finals were held on Friday
20th March to a large group of spectators who did a
fantastic job cheering and encouraging the players for
the night.
After a ten year absence from Lake Grace, Junior
Basketball has been a great hit with the kids. Four
Under/13 teams battled it out for the season and the
skills and team play improved noticeably throughout the
season. The Junior Grand Final was between Jumps
and Giants. Both teams were nervous and over excited
as they had never played in a basketball Grand Final
before. Passing and shooting was a little off early until
both sides settled. Phoebe Robertson and Elle Trevenen
were doing well for their teams, providing the early
points. Brady Carruthers was showing good ball
handling skills and along with Bradley O‘Neill and Brock
Bowron they were providing good assists for their team

mates. Keeping the Giants team close enough at the
break with great determination and some good steals
were Cent Amores, Juanita O‘Neill, Travis Hutter, Emily
Parker and Marcia Trevenen. Half time scores: Jumps
13 Giants 10.
The second half was very close and both teams were
giving their all. Bodhi Power, Brendan Bell and Luke
Trawinski were rebounding well for Giants and slipped a
couple of baskets in to keep Giants in touch. The pace of
the game increased as the minutes ticked by and the
crowd was really involved in the game. Chloe Robertson
rebounded well and scored to give Jumps a slight lead.
Jordy Medlen, Elizabeth Spencer, Tamara McWhirter
and Joe Fonda were defending tightly as the Giants tried
to penetrate the key way. Tension was high and scoring
difficult. Finally the whistle blew and it was the Jumps
team that was victorious for the 2009/2010 season.
Continued page 44
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Editorial





The Chemcert workshop has had a date change, the two day workshop has been moved to Thursday
22nd and Friday 23rd April. The one day refresher workshop has been cancelled due to lack of numbers,
however there is one being held at Hyden.
We have had a small show of interest for the Course in Liquor Licensing (Approved Managers) to be held
in Lake Grace. Costing has been fine tuned to approximately $200 (this allows for the lecturer to come to
us rather than the other way around). This course has not actually been okayed by the Department of
Racing, Gaming & Liquor, so there‘s no timeline set for when it will go ahead. I was given a red herring
as to the age of the participants, so long as you‘re 18 you can take part. However we do need to have 8
enrolments.
The Basic Sport Taping course has generated some interest, once again we need 8 participants in order
to get this course off the ground. During this
course you would be shown strapping and taping
techniques that can help prevent injury as well as
protect the athlete from re-injury, particularly when
returning to sport. This course covers practical
skills that coaches, players and parents can use in
their sporting careers. Cost is approximately $65
(need to take in consideration travel costs for the The Lake Grace Telecentre will be holding a
lecturer).
special general meeting on
If you‘re wanting to change the battery in your
Thursday 29th April
smoke alarm and really shouldn‘t be getting up a
ladder the local firies are more than happy to help
4:30pm
you out (see page 11).
in the seminar room of the Telecentre.
Most of all have a safe and enjoyable Easter.
Suzanne Reeves

Special
General Meeting





The purpose of this meeting is to adopt the
new constitution and the change of name
from ‘Lakes Link Telecentre Inc.’ (also known
as Lake Grace Telecentre) to ’Lake Grace
Community Resource Centre Inc.’

To the Collators of the Last Edition
Maurie Gilson

Mary Naisbitt

Val Whiting

Trish Medlen

Kim Hawtin

Christine Fyfe

All honorary and ordinary members are
welcome to attend. If you would like a copy
of the constitution please drop into the
Telecentre and pick up a copy

Share the Responsibility on our Roads this Easter
In the lead up to the busy Easter long weekend, drivers
are being reminded that everyone has a role to play
when it comes to road safety.

deaths and serious injuries, we still need a strong
commitment from drivers to do the right thing whenever
they travel on the roads.

WA Local Government Association (WALGA) President
Cr Bill Mitchell said people shouldn‘t become
complacent on our roads just because the road toll is
lower than the same time last year.

Plan ahead this Easter and remember:

Allow plenty of time to arrive at your destination

Slow down and drive to the conditions

If you plan to drink, plan not to drive

Wear a seat belt

Swap drivers every two hours or stop and revive
at one of the many coffee stops or Driver Reviver
locations run by volunteers throughout WA. Driver
Reviver locations can be accessed by visiting
http://www.roadwise.asn.au/resources/projects/
driver.

―While it is tempting to talk about the lower road toll, it is
vital we remember that even one death on our roads is
too many and everyone needs to make a contribution if
we are to achieve zero deaths in the long term,‖ Cr
Mitchell said.
―As we work towards creating a safe system with zero
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Happy Retirement Kevin!
After 21 seasons it almost seems like Kevin Seaman is
a permanent fixture at the Lake Grace swimming pool,
however retirement has beckoned and Kevin will be
shutting the gate for the last time on Wednesday 31 st
March.
It seems a lifetime ago (it is for some) that Kevin, Jean
and Mark headed into Lake Grace to manage the pool
for a couple of years before moving on. However Lake
Grace became an enjoyable place for the Seaman
family and they have elected to stay, and for Kevin and
Jean it will be their base as they
enjoy yet more travels.
Kevin has considered himself
lucky in his choice of occupation,
although working long hours in
the summer, the winter months
were to be looked forward to as
they plotted their next journey
weaving their way around
Australia. Although they have
seen a great deal of Australia,
they both feel that there is plenty
more to see and now that they
have the summer months
available to them are looking
forward to making the most of it.

When Kevin took over the management of the pool he
said the fixtures looked rather tired and neglected,
however a major makeover in 2001 transformed her into
her present glory. The chlorinator has been replaced
but aside from that, the pool mechanics have barely
skipped a beat.
Has he enjoyed his time at the pool? Most definitely!
Kevin said he has met some fantastic people, the kids
are great and their parents have been very supportive;
all of which has attributed to the smooth running of the
pool. Aside from thanking the
parents Kevin mentioned his
grati t ude t oward W ayne
Trawi nksi f or buil di ng
maintenance and Bob Palmer for
mechanical maintenance; both of
whom were quick to lend a hand
when needed.
Of course behind every good pool
manager there has to be a good
woman, so with the chlorine out
of his system it‘s time for Kevin
and Jean to spend more time with
the grandchildren and travel,
travel, travel. Happy holidays to
you both.

Kevin Seaman in front of the wading pools.

All types of paving work
All types of brick work
Colourbond fencing
Patios
Internal and External
Painting













General Improvements &
Alterations
Wall & Floor Tiling
Bathroom Renovations
Gyprock Work

Contact Gib on 9820 4090 or or 0427 201 094
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About town




Congratulations to Leesa Giles and Jason Coghlan who announced their engagement recently.
Well done also to Kylie Henderson and Max Magee (currently living in Alice Springs) who have also
announced their engagement.

It‘s congratulations to Sean and Aleshia Barrett (nee van Hamburg) who are now the proud parents of a
baby boy, Brock Jay. Brock arrived at 2:20am on
Proposed Dr Margaret Clarke Memorial Centre for
30th March and weighed in at 7lb 13oz.
Maria Regina Catholic parish
Bishop Gerard Holohan, Catholic Bishop of Bunbury has
given approval for plans to build a new parish centre at
the back of the catholic church. As well as much needed
Blessing of the Plough
facility for church activities it will also be available for
The Combined Churches of Lake Grace are
wider community gatherings. Our previous parish centre
holding a community service to bless our agricultural
was a legacy from Dr Margaret Clarke - the proceeds
season. This is to be held in front of the Catholic
from which will now honour that legacy by providing this
church(Cnr Carruthers & Bennett Street) at 11am on
building for the people of Lake Grace whom she served
Sunday 11th April, 2010. ALL are invited to attend.
with total commitment.

Happy birthday
1st April

2nd April
3rd April
4th April
5th April
7th April

8th April
9th April

Greg Meston
Di Desmond
Janine Watson
Kathleen Naisbitt
Denise Sabourne
Luke Trawinski
Trish Cameron
Steve Pelham
Darya Bishop
Lois Dickins (?0)
Chris Trevenen (Jnr)
Kristian Chatfield
Tarnie Bird
Rhys Connolly (21)
Deb Wright
Taj Carruthers
Lindsay Willock
Jack Carruthers
Shirley Elliott
Bob Burbridge

9th April
10th April

Tayah Holmes
Kylie Fleay
Natalie Gambuti
Belinda Bowron
Graham Milton
Julie Hardy
Henk Doelman
Devon Stubberfield
Scott Burbridge
Cody Giles
Zhane Robertson
Allen Jenks
Vicki Dewson
Kristy Hall
Tayla Chesson
Brendon Callope
Clancy Lay
Lindsay McGlinn
Braden Frost
Reece Lay

11th April
12th April
13th April

14th April
15th April

Happy Anniversar y
3rd April - Jason & Danielle Robertson
7th April - Brett & Renae Willcocks
8th April - Wayne & Tracey Milton

Sheryl’s Corner
Hi Everyone,
Well we are home from the games without any medals but we all had a nice time.
It was good to catch up with old friends. Teams came from all around and the winning team
came from Corrigin. Norseman was a nice place to stay.
We stopped in Hyden on the way home and had lunch, then our team sang ― happy birthday‖ to
me. Till next time, happy crafting

Sheryl
Page 5
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Lake Grace Weather

- Terry Gladish

April Extremes
Highest Maximum Temperature
Lowest Maximum Temperature
Highest Minimum Temperature
Lowest Minimum Temperature

36.7
13.2
21.7
0.6

4/4/1978
20/4/1970
11/4/1959
30/4/1960

Date

Min

Max

Rain

17/3

9.1

27.4

18/3

12.5

29.5

19/3

14.8

27.2

20/3

16.4

27.0

21/3

16.7

27.8

22/3

18.2

29.8

13.0

23/3

17.5

28.6

0.8

24/3

20.6

29.7

1.2

25/3

17.7

26.2

Trace

26/3

15.6

28.0

27/3

17.0

25.2

28/3

11.4

23.4

29/3

9.8

26.2

30/3

12.9

30.6

31/3

14.4

HEAVY PLANT APPRENTICESHIP
Farmers Centre (1978) Pty Ltd
Farmers Centre Lake Grace is seeking an enthusiastic person
to take up an apprenticeship in Heavy Plant in our agricultural
business.
If you think this could be the career path for you then please forward
your application and resume to:
Gary Frost
PO Box 191
LAKE GRACE WA 6353
OR email to gfrost@westnet.com.au
If you have any queries please don‘t hesitate to contact Gary Frost on
9865 1134.
Applications close 9th April 2010.
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On The Road for Seniors Games
Year 2010 was the year of the Winter Olympics and the
Paralympics, all held in Vancouver and what
spectacular TV events these were to watch. But the
Seniors 2010 Games, held in Norseman on the 23rd
March, was second to none of these.
Approximately 100 competitors from seven Shires;
Merredin (Mavericks), Coolgardie (Gold-digger‘s),
Tammin (Tornadoes),
Lake Grace
(Larrikins), Dundas (Diggers), Kondinin (Kon
-Kul-Cats) and Corrigin (Kelpies) gathered at
the Norseman Town Hall to do battle in a
variety of modified games. These games
included golf, basketball, shuffleboard,
volleyball and for the intelligent ones a set of
quiz questions.
The Lake Grace Larrikins, a very formidable
team (as our photo shows) travelled on the
community bus via Hyden down the Granite
to Woodlands Discovery Trail with the intent
to take on all comers and acquit ourselves to
the best of our ability. And that we did as
overall we finished in fifth place. As I found
out later it did not matter where we finished
as long as we finished in front of the Kon-Kul
-Cats we were OK.
Although the competition was fierce, the

fellowship shared amongst all Shires made for not only
a wonderful day but goes to show it is not just winning
that counts, it is getting out there and enjoying oneself;
no matter what the age is.
Thanks from the team go to Pauline Taylor and Lisa
Shalders for being our coach driver and carer over the
three days.

Photo: L to R: Pauline Taylor, Phil Franks, Gordon Pelham,
Phyl Dunham (front), Joyce Gilson, Elsie Bishop, Dot Kennedy,
Dorothy Reid, Ann Franks (front), Jean Seaman, Kevin Seaman,
Shirley Altham (front), Nancy Rintoul, Neil Bishop, Betty Naisbitt
(front), Henk Doelman, Marj Bushby & Sheryl Smith.

CCL HARDWARE
LAKE GRACE
PHONE 9865 1104

THRIFTY LINK EASTER SALE HAS
COMMENCED AND ENDS 14 APRIL
Please note that all sale items must be paid by cash/card/cheque
CCL HARDWARE WILL BE CLOSED FOR THE
ENTIRE EASTER PERIOD, this includes Saturday and
Sunday mornings
Fresh garden plants and seedlings now in the nursery
Getting ready for seeding? We have Agmaster press wheel bearings in stock
and we can source Fusion and Forward Engineering seeder bin parts for you.
Bearings not in stock can be shipped overnight

See Mark, Allan, Rita, Chrystal and Robyn
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Slarke - Alcantara Wedding
The rolling lush green hills surrounding a working
coffee farm, hot balmy weather, great family and friends
of two nationalities came together as one to celebrate
the marriage of Lauren Slarke and Rudy Alcantara on
6th February 2010.

passed around during the evening and the main drink
of the night apart from toasts with champagne was
BEER. A live band played till midnight before a DJ took
over. The formalities over and we were free to dance
the night away, which we did!

Fazenda Pedra Negra (Black Rock Farm) Varginha,
Minas Gerais State, Brazil was established in 1915
growing coffee for the world and is still operational
today keeping the tradition alive. A colonial built house
in traditional Portuguese style whetted our appetite
(literally) for how the wedding was to proceed. We were
welcomed by the owners, (who spoke some English
and us speaking little Portuguese!) like long lost family,
arriving from over the seas and Australia no less, to
stay at their farm for 4 days.

A few days after, 16 Australians headed for Salvador, in
the state of Bahia. We stayed at the Costa do Sauipe
resort. There we relaxed, ate swam, ate, drank, went
fishing and ate...again! Some of the Aussies watched
the Brazillian Open Tennis and when that was over
watched the rematch of the Beach Soccer between
Switzerland and Brazil. The highlight was going to
Carnivale. What an experience! Seething masses of
humanity walking behind mammoth trucks listening to
diabolical music that we couldn‘t understand. The
young ones loved it! One night they were in the
seething mass of people. The next, overlooking it all.
Wow!

LAUREN, second daughter of Glenda and Arthur
Slarke and RUDY, third son of Fatima and Adulto
Alcantara, met while Lauren was on Exchange to Brazil
in 2001. The romance blossomed over the years until
Rudy came to Australia in 2003 as a student. Australian
Citizenship followed, completion of a double degree at
Uni and popping ―the Question‖ in 2009, made us
realize this guy was serious.
Lauren was attended by her elder sister Emma, and
Rudy, by Caio, his older brother from the USA.
Lauren wore a white silk and lace dress, long veil and
looked stunning. The handsome Rudy wore Charcoal
grey. Emma, Gunmetal; Mother of the Bride, mauve/
blue and Mother of the Groom, blue. Together we all
looked great and contrasted nicely with the
surroundings.
Cocktail food, a blend of Brazillian and Australian, was

Our trip away for this momentous occasion was
fabulous, made even more special by our welcome by
Rudy‘s family and friends. We lived with Rudy‘s parents
for 3 weeks before the wedding. Good coffee, good
company, good beer and good food helped us to fit in,
even though we had never met them before and
couldn‘t speak the language! We hit it off and having
done so, have gained more than just Rudy but the love
of his family who opened their hearts and homes to us,
the rellies from Australia!
Emotions ran high as we all said goodbye, however, I‘m
sure we left our mark in Varginha, and hopefully, it will
be sooner rather than later, before we return again.
Lauren and Rudy are now living and working in
Canberra.

Left to Right: Arthur Slarke, Fatima Alcantara, Lauren and Rudy Alcantara, Adulto Alcantara and Glenda Slarke
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Love Dawn, Hank & Leanne!!!
The team at Lake Grace Meat Supply
Page 9
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Harmony Day in Lake Grace
Sunday morning 21st March began bright and early for
those who met at the Lake Grace Swimming Pool and
travelled by Community Bus to visit Dingo Rock and
have morning tea at Allan and Rita Marshall‘s farm.
Since Harmony Day began in 1999 thousands of
schools, community groups and organisations across
Australia have hosted Harmony Day events, this year is
the second for Lake Grace.

about community participation, inclusiveness, respect
and a sense of belonging for everyone.

The bus travelled east out Newdegate Road with driver
and commentator Allan Marshall at the helm. First item
of interest was the town dam and the large expanse of
bitumen water catchment, this was Lake Grace‘s only
water supply until the Collie pipeline was connected in
the late 1970‘s. This pipeline (coming all the way from
Harris River Dam) supplements the town supply.
On the left is the Lake Grace Pony Club which started
on the Slarke farm in November 1975. Riding School
began in 1976 and has been a successful event during
the school holidays since. A group of busy people were
preparing for the Riding School which will start on
Easter Monday.

Morning tea at Marshall’s Farm Kendrick Amores, Greg
Amores, and John Amores
Below: Molly Owen, Nicole Juanillo, Anne Juanillo and
Elsie Berdin enjoying the swim

Time was spent at the Dingo Rock Water Reservoir, the
first question was, are there any yabbies? The answer
is no, the water is usually too clear. Rocks were
skipped across the water, the wall was walked and the
footy was kicked and then it was onward to Allan and
Rita Marshalls farm for morning tea which was enjoyed
by all; thank you for both for opening up your home for
all on the bus.
Lunch was served at 1pm with a delicious spread of
Philippine and Australian cuisine, the young who
ventured into the water took a little longer as they were
enjoying the swim. Lunch finished, all sat back to relax
and listen to Gerry Amores play guitar and sing a few
songs.
Harmony Day celebrates the cohesive and inclusive
nature of our nation and promotes the benefits of
cultural diversity. It is managed by the Department of
Immigration and Citizenship (DIAC). The continuing
message of Harmony Day is ‗Everyone Belongs‘. It's

Above: Elde Berndin, Vangie Amores, Jo Morgan,
Jane Juanillo, and Cathy Dejito
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Only Working Smoke Alarms Save Lives
April Fool‘s Day is not just about practical jokes and fun
but also a day to get serious on fire safety by changing
your smoke alarm batteries.

―Change your smoke alarm batteries or if needed
replace your smoke alarms and test they work.‖

As part of its ‗Don‘t be a fool!‘ campaign, supported by
Duracell, FESA is reminding people to change their
smoke alarm batteries on Thursday 1st April.

Mr Jackson said the best type of smoke alarms were
mains powered photo electric smoke alarms with fixed
rechargeable batteries that did not need to be changed
for the life of the smoke alarm.

FESA Manager Built Environment Branch Terry
Jackson said fires often start quickly and without
warning and only working smoke alarms helped save
lives.

For more information on fire safety and installing smoke
alarms visit www.fesa.wa.gov.au If anyone requires
assistance in installing their new batteries please call
Marcus Owen on 0429 651 616.

―Last year three people were killed in house fires in
Western Australia and none of these houses had smoke
alarms installed,‖ Mr Jackson said.

Drum Muster

―Just last week another person was killed in a house fire
that didn‘t have smoke alarms.‖
―A working smoke alarm can provide valuable minutes
in detecting a fire, allowing you more time to escape
safely and giving firefighters a greater chance of
protecting your home.‖
―However a smoke alarm with a flat battery or a battery
that‘s been removed will be useless during a house fire.
On 1st April make sure you get serious about fire
safety.‖

will be held on
Thursday 22nd April 2010
Ring Marcus at the Shire on
9890 2500 to book in.
Future musters planned for
July and September 2010.

Offering a professional carpet cleaning service
that cleans and refreshes
your carpets and upholstery.
All prices include deodorising and disinfectant.
NO TRAVEL CHARGES

(when we can organise a day’s work).

WS & C Griffin
Telephone: 9880 1081

Call Will, Carol or Kris on 9880 1081 anytime for a free quote
Page 11
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Australia Wide Rural Road Group
Shire of Lake Grace Shire President Cr Andrew Walker
and Shire Chief Executive Officer Sean Fletcher
attended a meeting or Rural Local Governments in
Canberra last week to form an alliance to seek
additional road funding from the Federal Government.

additional road funding for those local governments
located in districts where key agricultural producers
need a better start in terms of getting their produce on
to either road or rail quickly – commonly known as the
first mile ―

The invitation was extended by Gwydir Shire Council
and the Moree Plains Shire Council (Where Roads to
Recovery began) to all local governments throughout
Australia where the value of their agricultural activity is
in excess of $100M.

The purpose of the additional funding is to address the
different circumstances that exist in each State
regarding the difficulty that is being experienced to keep
local roads to an acceptable standard. Whether it is
rain, flood, storm or drought that is causing the problem,
the outcome is the same i.e. rural local government is
experiencing an increasing gap in terms of road
planning along with a reduction in the rate base as well
as reduced funding in real terms for road works. It is
important to develop a strategy that ensures agricultural
products will get from the source to port in the most
effective manner i.e. reducing time required through
providing a better local road network.

There are 114 local governments throughout Australia
in this situation with Lake Grace ranked at 25 with its
agricultural activity coming in at $192.8M and as such is
the second most productive district in WA. There are
seven local governments in total representing WA.
The meeting was scheduled to coincide with the final
sitting days of the Federal Parliament before it meets in
May to consider the Budget. Mr Walker commented that
the premise is to tie an acceptable level of funding to
the amount contributed to the Gross Domestic Product
expressed as an amount per kilometre of the road
network length.
―The districts represented, by the 114 local
governments in question contribute no less than a
staggering $18,522,810,000 to Australia‘s GDP. It is
time that these areas received funding from the Federal
Government based on the basis of their contribution to
the GDP instead of population,‖ Cr Walker said.
Mr Fletcher went on to explain that an executive
committee for the group has been formed and that a
strategy will be developed by the group in time for
consideration at the Australian Local Government
Congress in Canberra during June 2010.
Mr Fletcher stated that ―this is an interesting time for
local government. The Rudd Federal Government has
committed to engaging with local government. It goes to
the polls later this year and so it is perfect timing to raise
the matter of a new road program that includes

The Shire of Lake Grace is looking forward to a positive
outcome regarding this campaign to seek more funding
that will ultimately not only benefit local producers but
have a positive impact on the Australian economy in
general.

Jodie Pollard
Rural Service Officer
Jodie has a mobile office and helps all rural
businesses and farming enterprises with their
Centrelink enquiries.
If you would like to make an
appointment with
Jodie please give her
a call on 9841 9126
or 0447 891 985.

BLACKBOARD SPECIALS
Earn up to 5.50% p.a. for 3 months with interest paid at maturity on amounts greater than $5,000.*
Earn up to 6.25% p.a. for 6 months with interest paid at maturity on amounts greater than $5,000.*
Earn up to 6.30% p.a. for 12 months with interest paid at maturity on amounts greater than $5,000.*
*Interest rates are subject to change at any time. Please contact Elders Lake Grace

on 9865 1001 for more information.
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Bottle Top Bonanza!
Well done to local artist Kerrie Argent on scooping the pool for prizes at the 2010 Sculpture By the Sea at
Cottesloe. With presentations starting at 2pm on Sunday 21st March Kerrie received a call from organisers around
10am asking if she would be coming along.
After Kerrie explained that the family farm was 3½ hours away, the hook was baited with the news that she had
won the People‘s Choice Award. After a quick will we won‘t we, Kerrie along with her husband Greg and daughter
Jayne flung themselves in the vehicle for a nonstop drive through to Cottesloe Beach.
After making it with 10 minutes to spare before the presentations were made Kerrie was gobsmacked to find that
not only had she won the ‗Site
Specific Environmental Award‘ and
‗People‘s Choice Award‘ but she
also got to take home the ‗Kid‘s
Choice Award‘; Kerrie‘s only the
second artist in the history of the
Bondi and Cottesloe Sculptures by
the Sea to take home three of the
prizes.
Photo: L-R: Jack Walsh, Deputy
Mayor of Cottesloe; Martin
Mercer, CEO, vividwireless; David
Handley, Founding Director of
Sculpture by the Sea; Chris White,
Regional Operations Manager –
Retail, NAB. Standing at front is
Lake Grace artist Kerrie Argent.

Great Aussie
Stock Aids Est. 1988
Stock Mineral & Vitamin
Supplement






Superior Analysis
Incl. Vitamins A, D & E
Excellent Value
Custom mixes available
WA owned & operated

For further information please
contact your local rural
merchandiser or
Great Ausie Stock Aids,
ph: 9862 6069,
fax: 9862 6029,
email: argates1@bigpond.com

OBORNE CONCRETE








Chemical sheds
Boomspray pads
House pads
Super sheds
Workshops
Driveways
Silo pads

Tip truck and bobcat also
available for any
type of site works.
Small and Large Loads
Grant Oborne - Lake Grace
Ph/fax: (08) 9865 1367
Mobile: 0427 651 367
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LAKE GRACE DISTRICT
HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
Year 7 & 8 in the Secondary School
You may or may not be aware, that our Year 7
students are in the Secondary section of the
school, this year. They are working to a Secondary
timetable and are being taught by Secondary
teachers. I know that some students had
reservations and were apprehensive about the
move. Many were uncertain at the beginning of the
2010 school year. They seem to have settled in well
to their situation. We asked them to write a few
sentences about how they found being in the
Secondary system. I am pleased with their
responses, which apart from their spelling being
corrected are presented below, basically how they
wrote them. I am looking into their concerns.
Ryan Carruthers: The good thing about High school is
that you get to move from class to class instead of
sitting in one classroom waiting for the next task.
Another good thing about High school is you have
lockers to keep all of your belongings. The different
(not so great) thing about High school is we get
homework nearly every day. Even though it may be
simple homework, it's hard to get used to because in
Primary school we got two pages to finish in four days
time.
Angus Hunt: I've found being in the High school is a
lot harder than being in the Primary school because
there is so much homework, so many more tests and a
lot more is expected of you. The good thing is that you
get a lot more privileges and we're not thought of as
little kids in the Primary school.
Jade Cameron: The good thing about being in High
school is I've learnt a lot more than I would have in
Primary school and it will prepare me for next year
when I go away. But it is also different because we
have lots of homework and lots of different classes.
But it is a good thing because we get lots more
opportunities like Home Ec and D&T and some fun
classes.
Luke Trawinski: I think it's been good but at some
times I have felt a little stressed this term. The
privileges are getting higher and it's a little easy in
Maths and average in Science, but I'm finding it a little
hard in English. The home work has been double the
amount to last year. It's different from what I've been
told.
Liam Baker: I've liked being in High school mostly
because you don't have to go to the same class with
the same teacher. But sometimes it's hard because
you have to go to different classes and it sometimes
gets annoying. It's been good because next year I'm
going away and it will get me used to it so it won't be
hard. It's different from Primary school because it's
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harder and there are more assignments, and we have
less time to do it.
Carrie Taylor: Although the homework load is a big
jump from Primary school, so far I have been enjoying
High school. It's a great way to prepare some of us for
boarding school next year. At first it was hard to get
used to, but now that I've settled in, it's great. I'm really
glad that the school decided to move us up.
Meagan Zweck: I found that High school is good
because I have learnt lots of new things and I got a
locker, a leaver's shirt, and we're going on camp soon.
But in High school I have found out that I need to be
responsible and not forget my homework (but let's face
it, High school's got way too much homework). But
overall, High school is a new adventure and I welcome
adventure.
Cody Earnshaw: I am adjusting to High school but I
am still trying to get used to the homework load. It has
been fun having lunch in the common room and
mucking around with the other high school people. The
homework is extremely different to what we have had
and we do many different things than in Primary
school. I like moving from class to class and taking
such a heavy school bag home. Overall, I am starting
to get used to High school.
Jordy Medlen: It's different because it's harder going
from class to class and the work is so much harder and
we do different things like eating our lunch in the
common room and sport at the pool.
Harmony Moore: I've found being in High school
pretty fun and sometimes not so fun because the work
is harder than what it is when you're in Primary school.
But it's fun because we get to do better things like
experiments, water sports etc. People expect us to be
mature and that's why we get the chance to do those
things. It's different because we get a lot more
homework which is one of the bad things, and having
to change classes and teachers every 50 minutes.
Phoebe Robertson: So far I like High school better
than Primary school because you get to change
classes and teachers, and you get to be with your
friends that are older than you. It's different from
Primary school because the work's harder, but still
easier than I thought it would be.
Peter Downey: So far High school has been great for
me. All the shuffling around from class to class is a
good experience for me and Maths has been great. I
have already learnt new things and had a bit of fun
doing it.
Continued page 15
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LAKE GRACE DISTRICT
HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
Year 7 & 8 in the Secondary School (cont.)
Bodhi Power: So far High school‘s been great but very
different. Each class is in a different room and we get a
lot more homework, but not too much. The classes are
great, I love going to school and it‘s been amazing.
Brooke King: High school has been different to what I
thought it would be like. It's not as scary and hard, even
though we get a lot of homework some nights, but I'm
getting used to it now.
Michaela Hendry: I have liked being in the High school
this year. It is a lot different though. I have made new
friends and it is a great new experience for me. There
has been quite a lot more homework and the
environment is different.
Brooke Marsh: The work is more fun and easier, but
the Maths and English have some questions that are
hard, but it's good to get ready for Year 8. I like being in
High school, it's good to be around your friends and
have fun with them while you're learning.
Juanita O'Neill: High school is great so far but it's been
very different. It took a bit of getting used to but I've got
the hang of it now. We have had a lot of privileges
which is great! We've had more homework and have
taken on more responsibility which I think is pretty good.
So overall, High school is pretty cool.
Reece Lay: I think that High school is fun because I
learn a lot more about my subjects (Maths, English etc)
than I did in Primary school and it is different having to
change classes every period. I think having my own
locker is more fun than having a big drawer and a tray
under my desk. It has been different writing in pen all
the time because in Primary school I usually wrote in
pencil. D & T and Automotive has been fun because I
get to use a bigger variety of tools.
Beth Curtin: I have had a great experience being in
High school. I feel that I am getting a better education
and am learning a lot more. I sometimes think I can't do
this, but the friendly teachers in the High school have
always been there to help me out in these times. I have
realized that I have to be organised with my homework
(because there's heaps). But overall High school has
been great, and I am enjoying most of the classes.
Mitchell Smith: Coming into High school this year as a
Year 7 has been a big change. It has been fun so far,
Maths and Science have been good. In Science we
have been learning how to use a Bunsen burner and in
sport we have been going down to the pool to practise
our stroke techniques. I have a locker which I keep all
my files and stationary in, we have to move from class
to class.
Tenika Chesson: I have just started High school and I

think it's awesome. I've been learning new stuff and
getting help when I don't get a question. I've made
some new friends and they make me feel good when
I'm sad. High school is a lot different from Primary
school. You have to move from class to class and need
to do more essays than usual, you have to write in pen,
not pencil. You can't go to the toilet every 10 minutes.
You can't chat as much and as loud. But the best thing
about it is that you don't have to line up all the time.
Jock Harrington: High school is a lot different from
Primary school. You have more school work, more
homework, but you get to socialise with Year 9s and
10s. I like High school better than Primary school. Even
though you get more homework and in classes it's more
strict, I enjoy being in High school. You get privileges
like choosing to do IT or Art, and doing D&T or Home
Ec. I enjoy being in High school, I think it is really
awesome.
Kathleen Naisbitt: I have found being in High school a
challenge and that is what I need. I think this because I
need to be a lot more organised and I am always
moving, if I didn't have a timetable I would be lost. I
think of it as preparation so I will know what it will be like
when I go away to boarding school. I like it and hate it. I
feel like it has made me closer to my class and how sad
it will be at the end of the year when we all go away. It
has been really different, more homework than I can
imagine. Because we're always moving from class to
class I feel like we don't have as many fun activities as
we did in primary school. Overall High school is not as
bad as it seems.
Elle Trevenen: Moving into High school has been a big
change from last year! We have to now move from class
to class and put our stuff into lockers! We have a range
of different teachers and can always see the other High
school year levels when we want, (except during class
time). We eat in the common room now with the older
kids. We can even buy Yowies before we finish our
lunch. We get to know lots of different teachers. High
school is very different from Primary school but overall
I've really enjoyed the change.
Eliza Berdin: So far, High school is a bit hard because
you have to change rooms. The difference about High
school is that the teachers are different all the time. The
bags are put on the bench, unlike Primary school,
where we put them on a hook.
Eden Juanillo: So far, High school has been pretty
challenging. I get more homework, more stuff to do, get
more organised and many more things I didn‘t do in
Primary school. Being a Year 7 High schooler is fun too
because we get to do Primary and High school things.
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North of Us, South of Them
The week long residency by ten artists from Denmark in
the community of Lake Grace culminated in the opening
of their exhibition at the Lake Grace Art Space on
Friday 19th March. Celebration was the order of the
evening with an exhibition of visual art along with a
display of poetry and writings; all to the backdrop of live
music.
Lake Grace‘s climate and vegetation was in stark
contrast to what our ‗greener cousins‘ experience in the
tall timber south of us. This contrast was an exciting
change which evoked a great deal of creativity. This
creativity will continue for the Denmark artists once they
return home as they continue developing their sketches,
images, sounds, sculptures etc that will come together
as part of an arts festival called Brave New Works#17
which will open in Denmark on Easter Thursday.

Jill Duckworth, Tony Docherty and Greg Argent

The artists immersed themselves locally, scouring
farmlands, bush and lake systems for inspiration while
talking to locals; all of which came through in the
various artistic mediums. Organisers of the World Day
of Prayer, held on the morning of Friday the 19th March,
were thrilled to benefit from the musical ability of our
visitors. Tony Docherty, a visual artist, thanked the
community for their hospitality and invited both Kerrie
Argent and Tania Spencer forward to open the
exhibition before presenting them both with a
handmade wooden spoon.
A 15 minute presentation of photographs to music, all
locally inspired brought back memories of travelling
entertainment with everyone sitting on the floor staring
fixedly at the images transferred onto the wall. The live
music continued with Hayden McGlinn joining the
Denmark crew, while the crowd took to the floor for their
own rendition of the gimlet dance (you would have had
to have been there). Rowdy, joyful and lots of fun for
everyone!

Tania Spencer, Darren Spencer & Helen Bennett.

Work by visiting poets on opposite page.

Terry Smith, Debby Clarke, Jayne Argent
and Greg Argent.
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North of Us, South of Them
Driving North to Lake Grace
North of Chester Pass, the trees hunker down,
dark and dense against the pressing sky,
then the paddocks rise like a swelling tide,
swallowing trees neck to knees in grass and weeds.
Half the paddocks are no more cultivated than seas.
Space gets slowly concentrated in elaborate trees
carved of red stone, alive yet petrified, whittled down
by the heavy hand of a fierce, sculpting sky.
Turning east onto the Pingrup road, you have to fight
the conviction you're driving the wrong way, because
that's the way you have to go to get anywhere, these days;
as if the land must break your heart, before she lets you in.

his gratitude, his stature, even - yes, whisper it the lisp his trousers made, murmuring temptations
to stand and link hands, like girls in daisy chains,
dancing out of sight into the harvest of distant tombs.
Graham Kershaw - March 2010

Cemetery
Here the lie of the land is mapped
with names of my grandmother's generation
- Winifred, Edith, Violet, Alfred, Edmund.

Graham Kershaw - March 2010

There are too many dead children
too few adjectives for the beloved sons
precious boys, darling daughters
guarded by the lake, the salt, the red dust
and the mourning crows

Recruitment Officer @ Harvest Time

Virginia Jealous

He scooped the cream, he picked the crop,
harvesting the room of capable men,
at country dances in Nineteen Fourteen.
He took the cream, infallibly, seeing beneath
rough shirt sleeves and britches, to
the flower of youth; the gleaming calf,
the stony chest, the crinoline of faithful friends,
corset of shared stubbornness.

Tree

Later, returning, he gleaned the rest:
the dreamers, the lazy men, even the older boys,
stiff of limb; he gathered them all in,
taking their hand to dance them out of the room,
winning them over with his uniform, his manners,

There's room to move in those long limbs
that curve just so and hold her
like a mother could, once would
when she was young and beautiful
and night fell like rain
and sun and wind
hadn't yet dried and shed her skin
peeling her raw
revealing her rosegold underwear
Virginia Jealous

Doing the Gimlet Dance
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ORIGINS: Cooking: Preparing foods with fire may have made
us humans what we are. In a world without
cooking we would have to spend half our
days chewing raw food, much as the
chimpanzee does. Cooking not only makes
food more delicious, it also softens food
and breaks starches and proteins into more
digestible molecules, allowing us to enjoy
our meals more readily and to draw more nutrition from them.
According to Harvard University biological anthropologist
Richard Wrangham, cooking’s biggest payoff is that it leaves us
with more energy and time to devote to other things—such as
fueling bigger brains, forming social relationships and creating
divisions of labour. Ultimately, Wrangham believes, cooking
made us human. Archaeological evidence is mixed as to when
our ancestors started building controlled fires—a prerequisite to
cooking—but Wrangham argues that the biological evidence is
indisputable: we must have first enjoyed the smell of a good
roast 1.9 million years ago. That is when a species of early
human called Homo erectus appeared- and those hominids
had 50 percent larger skulls and smaller pelvises and rib cages
than their ancestors, suggesting bigger brains and smaller
abdomens. They also had much smaller teeth. It makes sense
that cooking ―should have left a huge signal in the fossil
record,‖ Wrangham says, and, quite simply, ―there're no other
time that fits.‖ Never before and never again during the course
of human evolution did our teeth, skull and pelvis change size
so drastically. If cooking had arisen at a different point, he
says, we would be left with a big mystery: ―How come cooking
was adopted and didn’t change us?‖ Wrangham also has a
theory as to how controlled fires, and thus cooking came about.
He speculates that H. erectus’s closest ancestors the
australopithecines, ate raw meat but hammered it to make a
flatter and easier to chew, rather like steak carpaccio. ―I’ve tried
hammering meat with rocks, and what happens? You get
sparks,‖ he says. ―Time and time again this happens, and
eventually you figure out how to control the fire.‖ (Story by
Melinda Wenner in Scientific American).
Arctic Ocean gas attack: While the world bickers over the
extent and affects of climate change,
an expanse of Arctic Ocean seabed is
quietly bubbling methane into the air.
It’s the first time that the ocean has
been caught releasing this powerful
greenhouse gas on such a large scale.
The discovery will rekindle fears that global warming might be
on the verge of unlocking billions of tonnes of methane from
beneath the oceans, which could trigger runaway climate
change. The trouble is nobody knows if the Arctic emissions
are new, or indeed anything to do with global warming. Natalia
Shakhova of the University of Alaska Fairbanks and colleagues
collected 5000 samples of seawater over the East Siberian
Arctic Shelf and measured the levels of methane at different
depths. The team located more than 100 hotspots where
methane is leaking from seabed permafrost: most of the water
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in the region had methane concentrations more than eight
times the normal amount in the Arctic Ocean (Science, DOI:
10.1126/science.1182221). The team calculate that the region
is releasing about 7 million tonnes of the gas a year-about 2
per cent of overall methane emissions to the atmosphere, half
of which result from human activity. But as the Arctic warms, it
could release more and more. ―Only a small fraction of the
methane held in the ice shelf could trigger abrupt climate
warming,‖ says Shakhova. As yet, it is not known whether the
venting is an ongoing phenomenon or the start of a larger
release.
Turning the tables on prostrate cancer’s drug resistance:
Drugs that keep prostate cancer at bay often stop working after
a few years. That now appears to be because they prompt the
growth of the very tumour cells they are meant to kill. It’s not all
bad news, though: blocking this growth pathway could buy time
for men with drug resistant tumours. Most early prostate
cancers require male sex hormones, known as androgens, to
grow. Anti-androgens drugs can cause these tumours to
regress, but eventually they become resistant to them and start
to grow again. Yet unlike other drug resistant cancers, these
tumours have no telltale mutations. To learn how prostate
tumours become drug resistant, researchers led by Michael
Karin at the University of California, San Diego, implanted
prostate tumours into mice and gave them anti-androgens.
They found that the resulting death of the tumour cells led to an
inflammatory response in which white blood cells converged on
the tumour and secreted a signalling molecule called
lymphotoxin. This in turn triggered an androgen independent
cell-growth pathway in the remaining tumour cells (Nature,
DOI: 10.1038/nature08782). The researchers have yet to show
the same pathway is active in human prostate cancers. If it is, it
offers a promising way to delay tumour resistance. Blocking the
lymphotoxin pathway in mice caused tumours to remain
dormant for three to four additional weeks, equivalent to two to
three years of remission in humans, Karin says.
Shakers and movers: The magnitude 8.8 Chile earthquake
moved a city. Using GPS measurements, Mike Bevis of Ohio
State University, Columbus, and colleagues found that
Concepcion, the closest city to the epicentre of the recent
quake, moved around 3 metres to the west.
Blood simple? The collection of umbilical cord blood by
untrained hospital staff and parents could
be harmful to mothers and babies, and
render samples useless, says the UK’s
Human Tissue Authority. The warning
follows reports of staff being pressured to
collect cord blood-and even parents doing
it themselves in car parks. Whether cord blood, which contains
stem cells, is an insurance policy against disease remains
unclear.
Maurice Gilson.
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LAKE GRACE HOSPITAL

providing 24 hour emergency health care services and community care services
to Lake Grace and surrounding district

T EL : 9 8 9 0 2 2 2 2 F A X : 9 8 9 0 2 2 0 2
Lake Grace Immunisation:

Hospital Services

Thursday 15th April
By appointment only
At LG Medical Centre
Call Elizabeth Trevenen
on 9890 2246

Wondering where to go
when you come up to the
hospital?
During office hours, if you
require anything for P.A.T.S.,
to pay an account or any general enquiry,
please come to Administration (the new
security window takes a little getting used to).
To visit a patient, also come to Admin. and
someone will show you through.

Newdegate Immunisation:
Wednesday 31st March
From 10 am
At Newdegate Surgery
Call Jill Dykes
On 9871 9024

If the office is unattended and out of hours,
please go back out the front door and ring the
bell on the wall to speak with a staff member.

HACC Happenings

For medical assistance (X-ray, dressing, not
feeling well) please go to Outpatients at the
northern end of the hospital. Come inside and
press the red bell on the wall which will bring a
nurse while you take a seat.

Foot Clinic:
Tuesday 13th April 2010
9.00 am—12 noon
Lakes Village Hall

After hours the doors are locked (for security)
so you need to press the bell outside the front
door. A nurse will answer the call.
If you have any queries, please call us on
9890 2222—there will be someone here to
take your call at any time.

Visiting Allied Health:
Physiotherapist: Visiting Lake Grace
Thursday 1st April, other dates TBA.

4th Friday Activity:
Friday 23rd April 2010
10.00 am—1:30 pm
Light Lunch—Cost $6.00
Lakes Village Hall
The ―Lakes Larrikins‖ team had
lots of fun at the Seniors Games in
Norseman last week. Next year the
games will be held at Corrigin.
Other regular activities include:


Chair Aerobics—Tuesday mornings at
the Village Hall - 10.30am
Sing-a-long 1st Wednesday of each
month 10am in the Hospital Activities
Room (7th April & 5th May)

Occupational Therapist & Speech
Therapist: Tuesday 23rd & 30th March.



Phone Narrogin Primary Health on
9881 0385 for appointments and
further information about any of
these visiting staff.

For more details see the April edition of our
MPS Newsletter— out next week.

Keep Safe over the Easter Holiday! And KEEP ACTIVE to work off those extra treats, too!
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Emergency Service Cadet Update
A term has flown by already.
Cadets have been very busy this term preparing for
ANZAC Day, attending Fire Brigade demonstrations,
participating to squad challenges, and orienteering their
way around town in hunt of the elusive Easter Egg.
Many thanks to Adrian Chesson for giving up his time
so generously to lead the cadet unit in drill practice and
unit discipline.
Congratulations to Jack Carruthers who has taken on
the leadership role of Cadet Unit Captain. This can be a
very challenging role which takes skill and
perseverance to obtain the respect and response of all
cadets during drill and while on parade. Well done Jack
for accepting the challenge.
Congratulations also to Lucy Trevenen and Gracie Kirk
for being promoted to Squad Leaders.
Each year the Lake Grace Cadet Unit sponsors two
Senior Cadets to attend a Leadership and Training
Voyage on the S.T.S Leeuwin. These two berths are
awarded to two Cadets who demonstrate strong
leadership skills, and a sense of commitment and
responsibility to their cadet unit, their school community
and the wider Lake Grace community. Cadets are
nominated by school staff and other community
members, with the final decision being made by a panel

of Cadet leaders and school
staff, based on the applicants
academic behavior school
achievements and wider
community involvement.
This year the S.T.S Leeuwin
Scholarships were awarded
to Jack Carruthers and
Lucy Trevenen. These
Cadets will sail out of
Fremantle Harbor on the 10th
of May for a 7 day sail
training voyage with other cadets from around the Sate.
Congratulations to both Lucy and Jack and we look
forward to hearing of your adventure when you return!
Next term cadets will be focusing on radio
communication, 1st Aid training and response, and
minimal impact camping.
We are also keen on
developing skills in night hiking and star navigation. If
you have skills in any of these areas and think you may
be able to help please contact the school.
Enjoy Easter and we look forward to seeing you at the
School ANZAC day service.
Amanda Trevenen

WHY PAY RENT!!!!!
BUSINESS FOR SALE - WALK IN WALK OUT
Hair Salon in Kellerberrin - “The Shearing
Shack”









2 Story Freehold building
Double carport with lockable back gates
4 Workstations
3 Basins
Large reception
Large lunchroom in the back
All equipment, stock etc included
Operating for over 10 years

Phone
(08) 9409 3989
Salon
(08) 9045 4744
After hours (08) 9045 4048
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Fitzgerald Campdraft 2010
All visitors welcome - Fitzgerald Campdraft 2010 thrills,
excitement. Without the spills!!!
Saturday 10th and Sunday 11th April 2010, will once
again see the running of the Fitzgerald Campdraft at
"Warrabilla", Mallee Rd, Fitzgerald. Now in its 28th
year, this is one of the longest running campdrafts in
WA. With the kind permission of Colin Crane,
approximately 60 riders and up to 85 horses rock up to
show their talents over this two day event.
This particular campdraft also uses any profit to assist
ICPA, St John Ambulance and Royal Flying Doctor
Service.
Our event is sponsored by many local businesses and
with the support of people such as Emerald, P & L
House Cladding/Newdegate Hire, Foreman Rural,
Coliban QH Stud, Bio-John, CSBP Limited, Mantach
Transport, True Blue Hire and Newdegate General
Transport; we are able to host a terrific event with
competitors travelling from as far away as the
Kimberley.
For those who are unaware, campdrafting is Australia's
very own equestrian sport. Once men on horseback
were used to 'cut' beasts from the mob and hold them
away from their mates, it was inevitable that someone
somewhere would say "Jeez mate, my horse can do it
better than yours", and GUARANTEED that there was
some smart-alec that thought his horse could move that
beast anywhere he wanted it to go and faster than the
first bloke.

Points are awarded (maximum 100), with up to 70
points for horse work, up to 26 for 'cut out' (of the camp)
and maximum of 4 for course.
This is often a test of horse courage and ability, rider
confidence and competitive spirit.
For more details, or to get directions to the paddock,
please contact:
Celeste Howatson (08 9872 0003)
Alison Spencer (0427 631 971) or
Kath Galloway (08 9871 6014).
Come and camp Saturday night, enjoy some tasty food
provided by Ray Bushby and enjoy our "Baubles and
Bow-ties" evening.

Medicare
Lodge your claims via direct line

no phone queues, no forms to fill in
At the Lake Grace Telecentre

So, that is campdrafting.

We get to go into a small yard ('Camp') and 'cut' one
beast away from its' mates. We then hold it at the front
of that camp getting the beast to move away from the
horse, proving how well our horse can stop the beast
from returning to those mates. When we get sick of
that, or the horse starts to act up - we call very loudly to
the two gate people and they open it and we emerge
onto a larger course ('Arena') to encourage the beast
around a clover leaf pattern.
We are timed outside on the arena - usually 40 sec and
if you get around through the gate you score 4 points
for completing the course.
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40 Years of Lake Grace Lions
In the 18th February edition of the Lakes Link News we
started to publish the history of the Lake Grace Lions,
taken from the book written by members of the Lions
Club over the last 40 years, started in 1985 then
updated in 2000 and again as the club turns 40. This is
a continuation of that series, one that we will endeavour
to complete in the next Links
Lions in Lake Grace meet every two weeks at a dinner
meeting and conduct a Directors meeting as required to
discuss business, projects and look after social
activities.
The Club of Lake Grace was sponsored by the Wagin
Club who came out and held the inaugural get together
with a few local personnel about the middle of 1969 in
the RSL hall with Lion Scott Absolon (Wagin‘s
President) in charge. From this interest was shown and
a club was formed, with the charter adopted on the 13th
November 1969, and a Charter Dinner held on the 14th
March 1970 with Jack Beattie as President.
The fully-fledged Club rolled off to a keen start, Lion
Jack being of Scottish blood had fund raising put
number one priority. All Lions had to make a dollar, As
the major project was to build an Aged Peoples Home
in the town Secondly to give a scholarship to two
students who wanted to go to boarding school, $150
were given to ease the burden. This project is still
effective today.
President in 1970 was Cliff Harvey, a staunch and
studious farmer. Lion Cliff worked towards the Lions
Club goal and did a bit of extra fund raising by running a
Bike-a-thon of some 32 miles, which raised money for
the scholarship project. It is reputed that Lion Cliff said
the bike-a-thon was worth more money on a time basis
than you would get from stripping an eight bag crop of
wheat.
Lions Ladies nights were introduced as a social evening
and a form of saying thank you to the ladies for their
part in doing the things that Lions are not too good at,
plus doing the readings on most occasion, just by way
of a change.
1971 saw Bill Riches take the Presidents chair. Lion Bill
being a mechanic put the screw in a little tight for a
while until some Lion borrowed the screwdriver and lost
it in the lake. Lion Bill‘s fund raising was going steadily
with dollars for the Aged Peoples Home. Getting more
money for scrap metal etc and the running of a
chocolate wheel at the Kukerin Show, sadly it was
discontinued owing to operating costs.
1972 saw Hank Beumer head the Club in the right
direction. Hank, of Dutch material, who was a Motel
owner and home renovator, had played a lot of soccer
and was very good, what he couldn‘t do with his feet he
did with his head. Lake Grace sponsored a Lions Club
at Kulin, which was granted Charter on the 5th
December 1972 and their Charter Dinner was held in
early 1973. This made Lake Grace a Sponsor Club for
which it received an emblem. Lion Hank‘s year was of
merit because he worked very hard and did a good job
in all fields of service.
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Could we ever forget 1973 with Bob Hunter sitting in the
Presidents chair? Lion Bob was a broad Scotsman and
after all these years we are still working out whether we
understood what he said. It was said Lion Bob was an
Officer in the RAF and he liked a drink of ale, and was
found one night in his birthday suit by WAAF on patrol.
Bobs reason for no clothes was ―Too bloody HOT!‖
Lion Bob owned a service station and garage and kept
the Club in tune by fund raising and social activities. It
was about this time when the Club had to play friendly
neighbours to Ravensthorpe as their Club had
administrative problems and Lake Grace paid them two
or three visits to help out.
Barry Tillman, Principal of the school took the
Presidents chair in 1974. Lion Barry, although well
equipped to spell out the words of service and to
maintain control of the members, never at any time
struck the gong in earnest. This year saw the start of
the Lions Rest park in Stubbs Street east, a community
service project, which is still a project today with
improvements and maintenance work being done.
President Barry improved the Club funds and levelled
the club out creating more solidarity.
1975 sparked off with an electrifying start with Lion Alan
Thiel in the Presidents chair. A school bus owner and
electrical repairman, Lion Alan assured the members
that there would be no short circuits this year. Lion Alan
did plenty of fundraising and kept the Club members
smiling with a story or two of humorous content.
This year saw the clean up and painting of the
children‘s playground in McMahon street. The lions
cabaret was a roaring success, and it was reported that
the south east winds carried the sound of the music as
far as Harrismith.
While the sound of chainsaws cutting jam posts
disturbed the vermin for miles, Alan went on in 1976-88
as Zone Chairman, which was good for the club to have
a Cabinet Officer chosen from their members.
Lion John de Vree, being the proud son of Dutch
parents, sat in the Presidents chair in 1976 and in his
welcome to members said ―If you don‘t understand what
I say it will be no good asking me.‖ But being the
Master Builder and Machinery Dealer he promised the
members the best deal this side of Dreumel. Lion John
did his fund raising well, plus a couple of asbestos
fences were erected for good money. We all learnt a
little Dutch this year, giving us a broader outlook on
international affairs.
1977 saw the chair of President occupied by Lion Nick
Maalouf, who migrated from Lebanon a few years
previously. It was quite interesting just to try to
understand Lebanese language mixed with Australian.
Lion Nick, owner of a Panel and Paint shop, had us all
panelled out and ready for the undercoat in no time at
all; and made a promise that if we were very good Lions
we would receive our bright and shining finishing coat in
a short while. Lion Nick‘s year saw a Miss Personality
entrant from Lake Grace, this raised good money for
Save Sight. A clean up from cyclone Alby raised further
funds.
Continued page 48
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Maalouf Ford
25 McMAHON STREET, LAKE GRACE WA 6353

FG G6 Limited Edition





4.0L
5 Speed floor auto transmission
Leather seats
Sports leather wrapped steering wheel
Side thorax and curtain airbags
Technology pack (Bluetooth® & I-Pod® Integration)
18‖ 7 spoke alloy wheels and tyres
Limited Edition badging
Unique fog lamp bezels
Unique front Grille (upper and lower)
Unique rear bumper insert



Colour Ego

PH: 9865 1261
NICK MAALOUF – 0427 651 261

DL2371
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Night watch

Welcome to Night Watch for the period from midnight Friday April
2nd to midnight Friday April 16th 2010. ASTRONOMY IS
LOOKING UP.

Our Local star “THE SUN” shining at magnitude -26.72 from 150
million km’s in the constellation of Pisces rising in the east/north/
east and setting in the west/north/west on its journey back north.
Never view the Sun with the naked eye or an optical instrument
without a proper solar filter and read the instructions carefully if you
must do so.
Twilight on Saturday April 3rd begins at 5am with evening twilight
ending at 7:23pm. On Saturday 10 th morning twilight begins at
5:04am with evening twilight ending at 7:15pm. Morning twilight on
Friday 16th April begins at 5:08am and evening twilight ends at
7:08pm.
On Tuesday April 6th, the 54% last quarter moon will occur at
5:29pm in Sagittarius high in the north evening sky at magnitude 6.0. The 27% Moon on Friday 9 th in Capricornus at 11am, will be at
Apogee, furthest from Earth at 405,002 km’s in daylight. The 6%
Moon at 6am on Monday 12th, will be 6° south of Jupiter which
rises at 3:57am. On Wednesday 14th at 8:21pm the New Moon will
occur in Pisces. The 3% Moon in Aries on Friday 16th will be 1.5°
north of Mercury and at 9pm will be 4° north of Venus and very
hard to view.
MERCURY: in Aries will not be in view this fortnight.
VENUS: in Aries on Friday 16th April will set low down in the West/
south/west horizon at 6:55pm in the evening twilight.
MARS: the red planet shining at magnitude -0.1 in the constellation
Cancer may be found at 7:45pm on Saturday 3rd fairly high in the
north sky setting on Sunday at 12:51am. On Saturday 10 th Mars
sets at 12:31am and on Friday 16 th at 12:21am.
JUPITER: the giant gas planet on Saturday 3rd in the Constellation
of Aquarius rises at 4:23am in the east. On Saturday 10 th Jupiter
rises at 4:03am and shines at magnitude -2.1. Jupiter on Monday
12th will be 6° south of the Moon at 6am. On Friday 16th Jupiter
rises at 3:46am and should be now in view in the east.
SATURN: the ringed gas planet shines at magnitude +0.6 in the
constellation of Virgo rises on Saturday 3rd in the north east at
5:30pm and will be visible at 8pm in the north east. On Sunday
11th Saturn sets at 4:57am after remaining in the sky all night.
Saturn remains in the sky all night on Friday 16 th and can be found
in the north/north/west at 7:45pm.
URANUS: the blue/green gas planet in Pisces at magnitude +5.9
on Saturday 3rd rises at 5:09am in the East/south/east just after the
start of twilight but not viewable. On Saturday 10 th Uranus rises at
4:44am but is still not viewable. Uranus on Friday 16 th rises at
4:22am and in view with your finderscope.
NEPTUNE: the grey/green coloured gas planet in the Constellation
of Capricornus on Saturday 3rd rises at 2:50am on the east
horizon shines at a dull magnitude of +7.9 best viewed through any
sized telescope. On Saturday 10th Neptune rises at 2:24am and at
2:01am Friday April 2nd and is best viewed by telescope.
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METEORS: may be viewed during any night. One or two per hour
as the Earth scoops them up on its travel through space. Some
bright flares may be viewed now and again and light up the night
sky.
COMET 81P/Wild in Virgo at magnitude +9.4 this fortnight for
telescopes is near the yellow star iota (Syrma) which is North/
north/west of the double star alpha 1& 2 (Zubenelgenubi).
High in the south night sky at 8:30pm on Saturday 3 rd you can view
the False Cross which is made up of two bright stars from each of
the two constellations of Carina in the south and Vela in the north.
The star to the north is called Koo She and the star to the west is
Avior. To the north of Koo She is the magnitude +2.5 star cluster of
Ic 2391. At 8pm the constellation of Cancer will be due north with
the open star cluster M44 at magnitude +3.1 in the centre. High in
the north this fortnight will be the bright orange star Alphard (The
Solitary one) which represents the heart of the Constellation Hydra
the Water Snake. Alphard is a double star at magnitude +2.2 with
the double at +9.7 and lie 177 light years away and is 115 times
larger than our Sun. On Thursday 8th at 9pm the bright blue star in
Leo, Regulas will be due north. Regulas is also a double star at
magnitudes +1.3 with the yellow double at +7.6. To us, Leo is
upside down and back to front, but is easily recognised. The head
is like a back to front and upside down question mark or hand
sickle with Regulas at the end of the question mark or handle. The
body of the lion goes to the east to two bright stars and then to one
bright white star on its own called Denebola at magnitude +1.2 at
the end of the tail.
Along the south bright part of the Milky Way there are a lot of star
clusters for binoculars and telescopes. The brightest star cluster is
Ic2602, the theta Carina at magnitude +1.9 and is called the
southern Pleiades. Of course the best view is the eta Carina
nebula with its dark gas and dust lanes and many small clusters
and the supergiant star Eta Carina that lights up the whole area.
Preceding the Southern Cross you will notice a small bright area of
nebula and is called the Running Chicken nebula with small star
clusters around the bright blue star gamma and also just to the
north of it. South of the Cross there is some close scattered stars
of the small Constellation of Musca the Fly. In front of the Cross
you should be able to have some very good viewing, you will find
them very interesting as you take it all in.
Viewing through my 8 inch LX50 Schmidt telescope at my house is
free of charge. Observations of the Sun during the day with the
Moon day or night and at night; the viewing of star clusters and
nebula, also the pointing out of Constellations and the planets in
view.
Maurice Gilson.
16 Clarke Avenue Lake Grace.
Phone: 9865 1516 or mobile 0458 538 388.
Working with children number 277357.
Email: mgi11687@bigpond.net.au
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Time for Multi-Peril Crop Insurance
Hon Nigel Hallett, Member for the South West Region,
today called on the Minister for Agriculture and Food,
Hon Terry Redman, to actively support the
development of a commercial multi peril crop insurance
package (―risk management‖).
The call comes following the Commonwealth‘s positive
response from several Federal Parliamentarians for the
development of the popular risk management program.
―Such a package would improve production security
against the unique natural risks to which Western
Australia‘s grain growers are exposed,‖ Mr Hallett said.
―Significantly, we now have the knowledge and support
from international insurance companies to provide this
option to grain growers, something that has been a
hurdle in the past.
―Grain growers in the United States, Canada, Europe
and other grain growing countries of the world have this
facility. Why is it that here in Western Australia, where
growers are at least equally exposed to uncontrollable
natural risks, there is no broad risk management
insurance package to reduce the risk to grain growers?‖

management insurance would, on a recurrent basis, be
sufficient to fund contingent insured liabilities, based on
experience in the United States and Canada,‖ he said.
―Commercial cost and sustainability would depend on
the extent of the take up by growers.‖
Importantly, the program being proposed by Mr Hallett
and Mr Gardiner would place no strain on the public
purse.
―Funds are not being sought from the Western
Australian Government. The Minister‘s commitment is
necessary only to gain backing from the
Commonwealth for their initial support of an insurance
program as an offset to appropriations made to the
exceptional circumstances program.‖
For further information contact Hon Nigel Hallett – 0429
655 053 or Hon Philip Gardiner – 0408 915 916.

Mr Hallett said he had been working with Hon Philip
Gardiner and other Members of Parliament across party
lines who share a similar view.
Mr Gardiner said risk management insurance would
protect growers and allow them to recoup their costs of
production. This would mean that if affected by an
adverse natural event, growers would have the financial
means to sow a crop the following year.
―Banks would, as a consequence, have greater
protection of their loans to grain growers and add
significant pressure for banks to reduce their interest
rate margins to growers,‖ Mr Gardiner said.
Mr Hallett said the current production risk/financial
reward relationship for grain growers is misaligned, as it
has been for most years since the 1930s.
―Surveys suggest that the cost paid by growers for risk

Mobile Child Care in Lake Grace
Every Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
(closed school holidays)
9am - 3.30pm
Professionally staffed, licensed child care providing you
with options and your children with a safe, stimulation
day of activity!

Low fees
To book a place for your child/children
Please contact
Gaillene Kennedy on 0427 271 457
Managed by Gnowangerup Family Support Association.
Bringing licensed, cost effective child care to small towns
in the Great Southern since 1988

DATE SUNRISE SUNSET MOONRISE MOONSET DATE SUNRISE SUNSET MOONRISE MOONSET
3/4

6:19am

5:59pm

8:44pm

10:40am

10/4

6:24am

5:51pm

2:19am

3:24pm

4/4

6:20am

5:58pm

9:38pm

11:38am

11/4

6:25am

5:49pm

3:14am

3:51pm

5/4

6:21am

5:57pm

10:34pm

12:30pm

12/4

6:26am

5:48pm

4:09am

4:18pm

6/4

6:21am

5:56pm

11:31pm

1:14pm

13/4

6:26am

5:47pm

5:05am

4:46pm

7/4

6:22am

5:54pm

D.N.R.

1:52pm

14/4

6:27am

5:46pm

6:03am

5:17pm

8/4

6:23am

5:53pm

12:28am

2:26pm

15/4

6:28am

5:44pm

7:03am

5:51pm

9/4

6:23am

5:52pm

1:24am

2:56pm

16/4

6:28am

5:43pm

8:05am

6:30pm
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The Shire of Lake Grace invites you
to the official launch of

Main Street Heritage Trail
Special Guests Mrs Marga ret Cole & Mr Le n Elliott

Thursday 15 April 11.00am
Lake Grace RSL Hall
All Welcome

Regional Wind Farm Fuels Renewable Energy
Western Australia‘s largest wind farm, generating
enough power for 125,000 homes and providing an
economic boost of up to 200 jobs in the Wheatbelt will
be operating by August next year thanks to the State
Government‘s approval of Synergy purchasing
electricity from the project according to Agricultural
Region MLC Jim Chown.
The $750 million Collgar Wind Farm will be built
approximately 25km southwest of the Wheatbelt town of
Merredin, and will have a total capacity of 206
megawatts, making it Western Australia‘s largest
renewable energy project.
Mr. Chown said the project. which is backed by a
consortium led by investment bank Investec will be
underpinned by electricity purchases from State owned
electricity retailer Synergy.
―The Barnett-led State Government has approved
Synergy entering into a 15 year power purchase worth
about $1.5 billion which will allow the State‘s largest
renewable energy project to proceed,‖ said Mr. Chown.
―This is a significant project for WA and reaffirms the
Barnett Government‘s commitment to delivering a
cleaner energy future for West Australians, while
providing an economic stimulus for the Agricultural
Region.‖
―The Collgar Wind Farm will help meet the State
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Government‘s aim of providing secure, reliable
competitive and clean energy for the future and is a
major step towards achieving the national renewable
energy target of 20 per cent by 2020.‖
―Meeting the renewable energy target is a key objective
of the Strategic Energy Initiative, which has been
developed by the State Government to provide a clear
and co-ordinated direction for the State‘s energy sector,
and provide a basis for investment in renewable and
low emission, sustainable energy sources,‖ said Mr.
Chown.
―The Government has already provided an additional
$6.5 million to expand the solar Schools program;
established the Household Renewable Energy Scheme;
and committed to develop a new net residential feed-in
tariff.‖
―The Barnett-led Liberal-National Government
recognises the importance of increasing the use of
renewable energy and improving energy efficiency
across all sectors of the community, and is taking direct
action to address these challenges.
For information on the State Government‘s Strategic
Energy Initiative and the Collgar Wind Farm please
contact the office of the Hon. Jim Chown MLC on 9481
0082.
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Quips, Quotes & Antidotes
Hi there.
How did you rate on last editions questions. Don’t feel
disappointed if you did not know too many answers, for now you
have the good oil on some things you did not know about our
district and will be able to quote things with great authority.
Talking about things have you ever wondered where some of our
fabulous quotes and sayings arise from; such as ―don’t throw the
baby out with the bath water‖, ―holding a wake‖ or ―saved by the
bell‖ just to quote a few.
I’ve been informed they are all historical sayings adapted
throughout history to describe certain events.
I must have fallen asleep in the history lesson at school when all
this was discussed - are they true?
There is an old Hotel/Pub in Marble Arch, London which used to
have gallows adjacent. Prisoners were taken to the gallows (after a
fair trial of course) to be hung. The horse drawn dray, carting the
prisoner was accompanied by an armed guard, who would stop the
dray outside the pub and ask the prisoner if he would like “ONE
LAST DRINK”.
If he said YES it was referred to as ONE FOR THE ROAD.
If he declined, that prisoner was ON THE WAGON.

The floor was dirt. Only the wealthy had something other then dirt.
Hence the saying, “Dirt Poor.” the wealthy had slate floors that
would get slippery in the winter when wet, so they spread thresh
(straw) on the floor to help keep their footing. As the winter wore
on, they added more thresh until, when you opened the door, it
would all start slipping outside. A piece of wood was placed in the
entrance-way. Hence: a thresh hold. (Getting quite an education,
aren’t you?)
In those old days, they cooked in the kitchen with a big kettle that
always hung over the fire. Every day they lit the fire and added
things to the pot. They ate mostly vegetables and did not get much
meat. They would eat the stew for dinner, leaving leftovers in the
pot to get cold overnight and then start over the next day.
Sometimes stew had food in it that had been there for quite a
while, hence the rhyme: “peas porridge hot, peas porridge cold,
peas porridge in the pot nine days old”.
Sometimes they could obtain pork, which made them feel quite
special. When visitors came over, they would hang up their bacon
to show off. It was a sign of wealth that a man could, “Bring home
the Bacon.” they would cut off a little to share with guests and
would all sit around talking and “Chew the fat”.
Those with money had plates made of pewter. Food with high acid
content caused some of the lead to leach onto the food, causing
lead poisoning and death. This happened most often with
tomatoes, so for the next 400 years or so, tomatoes were
considered poisonous.

So there you go.
The next time you are washing your hands and complain because
water temperature isn’t just how you like it, think about how things
used to be. Here are some facts about the 1500s:
Most people got married in June because they took their yearly
bath in May, and they still smelled pretty good in June. However,
since they were starting to smell brides carries a bouquet of
flowers to hide the body odour. Hence the custom today of carrying
a bouquet when getting married.
Bath consisted of a big tub filled with hot water. The man of the
house had the privilege of the nice clean water, then all the other
sons and men, then the women and finally the children. Last of all
the babies. By then the water was so dirty you could actually lose
someone in it. Hence the saying, “Don’t throw the baby out with the
bath water!”
Houses had thatched roofs, thick straw piled high, with no wood
underneath. It was the only place for animals to get warm, so all
the cats and other small animals (mice, bugs) lived in the roof.
When it rained it become slippery and sometimes the animals
would slip and fall off the roof. Hence the saying “It’s raining cats
and dogs.”
There was nothing to stop things from falling into the house. This
posed a real problem in the bedroom where bugs and other
droppings could mess up your nice clean bed. Hence, a bed with
big posts and a sheet hung over the top afforded some protection.
That’s how canopy beds came into existence.

Bread was divided according to status. Workers got the burnt
bottom of the loaf, the family got the middle, and the guests got the
top, or “The Upper Crust”.
Lead cups were used to drink ale or whisky. The combination
would sometimes knock the imbibers out for a couple of days.
Someone walking along the road would take them for dead and
prepare them for burial. They were laid out on the kitchen table for
a couple of days and the family would gather around and eat and
drink and wait and see if they would wake up. Hence the custom of
“Holding a wake”.
England is old and small and the local folks started running out of
places to bury people. So they would dig up coffins and would take
the bones to a bone-house, and reuse the grave. When reopening
these coffins, 1 out of 25 coffins were found to have scratch marks
on the inside and they realized they had been burying people alive.
So they would tie a string to the wrist of the corpse, lead it through
the coffin and up through the ground and tie it to a bell. Someone
would have to sit out in the graveyard all night (the graveyard shift),
to listen for the bell; thus, someone could be, “Saved by the bell” or
was considered a “Dead Ringer”
And that’s the truth… Now, whoever said history was boring!!!
So… get out there and educate someone! Share these facts with a
friend like I just did.
Bye for now and you be nice to each other.
KBS
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Support for Sport and Recreation Clubs
Sport and Recreation Minister and Local Member
Terry Waldron recently launched Clubs Online, an
initiative that presented a simple way for clubs to get
more tech-savvy and access a range of resources,
including a free, easy-to-use website.
More than 5,000 sport and recreation clubs in
Western Australia will benefit from a new website
dedicated to making the life of the club volunteer
easier.
―Community sport and recreation clubs are essential
to our communities, and without volunteers
community sport and recreation simply would not
exist,‖ Mr Waldron said.
―However, the Department of Sport and Recreation
understands that running a club isn‘t always easy
and that various clubs tend to face similar issues,
regardless of their particular activity.
―To help volunteers meet these challenges the
department has launched this exciting, new website
that will make running a club just that bit easier and
free up time for volunteers to get more involved in
those more enjoyable aspects of club life and
perhaps undertake other tasks.‖

 Club Development Officer (CDO) blogs - posted
by our network of CDOs based at local
governments across the State, these are a great
way to keep up-to-date with what‘s happening in
relation to clubs in your local area and State-wide
 Clubs‘ forum - where you can post a question and
find answers on a range of popular club topics
 Clubs‘ online community calendar
 Club resources, including a range of templates
and club development booklets to help you run
your club
 Club research lab, featuring the latest research
relevant to clubs.

―Clubs are all about building communities and this
website will build an online community of WA clubs
that interact and share information,‖ the Minister said.
―Clubs Online is recognition of the important work
club volunteers do, which the State Government is
eager to support and recognise through initiatives
such as this.‖
Clubs Online can be
www.dsr.wa.gov.au/clubs.

Clubs Online includes the following features, all
accessible from one place:
 Find a Club - a database allowing potential new
members to search for details of sport and
recreation clubs in their area
 Free, easy-to-build websites for clubs
 A club self-assessment tool
 Volunteers exchange, where people can browse
for ‗Clubs seeking volunteers‘ or post notices
under ‗Volunteers seeking clubs‘
 Club legends - clubs can submit details of their
own club legends as a great way to recognise
their contribution and say thank you



Blechynden’s Poultry




Hens - Isa Brown
$6ea, 10 for $50, 30 for $120
Pullets 14 wks - $15
Delivery Date: Tuesday 27th April
Deliver to Lake Grace, Pingrup,
Newdegate and Pingaring,
Dumbleyung & Kukerin
Phone Blechynden’s
on 9846 6055
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accessed

at

http://

Concrete pads for houses,
sheds & silos.
Industrial panels, driveways
& pathways.
Supply and lay with onsite
Mixing.
Limestone retaining.
Patio & Shed erection.
Call now for a
free quote
Brad Francisco
0421 867 656 or
08 9881 1451

Email: bradandjodie@harboursat.com.au
Fax: 08 9881 1451
Address: PO Box 66 Narrogin WA 6312
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Lake Grace Branch Liberal Party
The Lake Grace branch of the Liberal Party held the AGM on 29th
January 2010. Guests for the evening were Rick Wilson, President
of the O’Connor Division, Jane Mouritz, President of the O’Connor
Women’s Committee, Senator Judith Adams, Wilson Tuckey
M.H.R. Brian Mayfield Chair of Rural Policy Committee (Federal).
It was a very informative meeting with guests letting all those
present know what the current issues are and some background.
Brian Mayfield was to be attending a meeting of the Rural Policy
Committee with in the next few weeks and was to address multi
peril crop insurance. There was general discussion on water issues
and health matters relevant to Lake Grace & surrounding towns.
Senator Judith Adams spoke to the meeting on the Senate
Estimates committee. Wilson Tuckey spoke on emissions trading
and renewable energy.
Election of office bearers saw Debby Clarke take the position of
President, Leanne Grant-Williams has the positions of Vice
President and Secretary/Treasurer. The committee members are
Neil Grant-Williams, Meighan Stewart, John DeVree and Doug
Clarke.
There were a number of motions that were tabled to be taken to the
O’Connor AGM;
1. Chester Pass Road – Borden to Albany needs to be
substantially upgraded as it is both a major tourist route and
one of the major roads for grain going to the Port of Albany.
2. All energy put back into the grid should receive the same rate
as energy taken out.
3. The costs associated with the Governments amalgamation
issue for Local Government councils should be reimbursed
as this was a pointless and expensive exercise.
4. Call on the Government to develop a blue print and master
plan for the grain freight network.
The AGM of the O’Connor Division of the Liberal Party was held on
the 13th March 2010. The division had representatives from
Laverton to Manjimup with 40 motions from 13 branches. The day
was very smoothly run with a number of guest speakers, the
motions were put in blocks between speakers and breaks so that
the meeting did not become bogged down.
The Premier, Colin Barnett opened the conference and spoke of
the last 12 months of Liberal Government and matters which
impacted on decisions made e.g. global economy – W.A. fared
better than other States with our minerals and good management
such as the incentive given to small business so that employment
was maintained.
QUESTIONS were asked ranging from various road constructions,
dementia unit for Narrogin, environmental issues, retail trading
hours, Forestry Products Commission, red tape within the transport
industry, rail network for grain, port infrastructure, clearing of trees
by farmers compared to big business (B.H.P.), electricity
connection charges in Denmark, Dental care not covered by PATS
and no mention of rural hospitals in Rudd’s health plan.
Barry Court also addressed the conference and spoke on a
number of things the one that caught my attention most was that
W.A. dominates Federal Council – Richard Wilson President Young
Liberal Movement, Brian Mayfield Chair of rural Committee, Robyn
Nolan Chair federal Women’s Committee, Danielle Blain, Finance

and Barry Court State President.
Wagin
Woolarama – great day on Friday but not enough
M.P.s present on Saturday; need even spread.
Wilson Tuckey M.H.R. was another guest speaker and thanked
all delegates for their support. He spoke on ; Emmission Trading
Scheme, Electricity, Touched on property Rights, Telstra and
Multi Peril Crop Insurance – passed in Party Room but not the
Parliament yet, Tertiary education – need geographic places,
Senate Inquiry into bank credit, Health, forestry and prescribed
burning, and rail freight for grains needs to be cost effective.
QUESTIONS about regional partnerships, hydrogen power, and
the Forest Products Commission.
Guest Speaker Hon Robyn McSweeney M.L.C. spoke on a
number of issues outside and within her own portfolios –
disadvantages create long term problems, parents need to be
responsible. Some interesting statistics, 3262 children in care,
2500 in foster care. 45% in foster care are Aboriginal, 22% are
less than 1year old, 30% are 1-4 years, 25% are 5-9 years, 2%
are 10-14 years and 21% are 15years and older. 34% are taken
into care after a Mandatory report has been lodged.
QUESTIONS - Gnowangerup Agricultural College was used for
troubled children but now vacant; what future? The Adoption
Laws in W.A. will now include family adoption with consent.
Guest Speaker Sen Judith Adams spoke on her work on Senate
Committees and emphasized the difference individuals can make
by putting in submissions. Committees take submissions, establish
the need for an inquiry, conduct hearings, scrutinize Government
activities and forward recommendations to Parliament. There are 8
Committees. There is currently an inquiry into the access of small
business to finance to which submissions can be made, the
closing date is on the 31st of March submissions can be emailed
to economics.sen@aph.gov.au The parameters of the inquiry can
be found at http://www.aph.gov.au/Senate/committee/
economics_ctte/small_business_10/index.htm
QUESTIONS – covered why banks pass on interest raises but not
interest falls to customers, whether an enquiry on property rights
would come to W.A. and whether the sale of A.W.B. to A.N.Z. has
created difficulties for those customers.
Brian Mayfield Chair of Rural Policy Committee spoke on the
federal leadership, since the change of leadership there is a
sense of purpose and spirits have lifted. Brian presented a paper
– ―Rules, Red Tape, Regulations and the Ridiculous‖.
Guest Speaker Norman Moore M.L.C. adheres to Federalism
and thinks State /Commonwealth relations are deteriorating. 80%
of Australia’s off-shore petroleum is off the W.A. coast. Under
proposed new legislation our off-shore enterprises will be
managed by the Commonwealth Joint Authority as they will be
deemed to be in Commonwealth waters. This will deny $$ to W.A.
Would like to see Joint Enterprises modeled on the North West
Shelf whereby the Commonwealth finances 40% and the State
builds the infrastructure i.e. 60%. He wants to share power, not
concentrate power in Canberra.
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Year 11 and 12 Classes Cut From 21 District High Schools
Shadow Education Minister Michelle Roberts has
slammed the Barnett Government‘s decision to cut year
11 and 12 classes from 21 district high schools across
WA as a blatant cost-cutting measure.
Mrs Roberts said year 11 and 12 had already been cut
at Wyndham, Dalwallinu and Wagin district high schools
while courses at other schools would be cut within the
next three years.
―Students living in regional WA will be further
disadvantaged by the Barnett Government‟s decision to
cut classes at local high schools,‖ she said.
―This decision increases the hurdles for country
students to access a good education and progress to
university or training. ―Students cannot be expected to
travel to the nearest senior high school. In some cases
that is hundreds of kilometres away.‖
Mrs Roberts said Education Minister Liz Constable‘s
claim that cutting classes will provide ‗opportunities‘ for
the State‘s young people could not be further from the
truth. ―The Barnett Government should have focused
on attracting more teachers to rural WA,‖ she said.
―It's this government, a government that professes to be
supporting people living in the regions that is actually

removing the availability for students to do year 11 and
12 courses locally. ―This is a cut to education in country
areas, plain and simple.‖
District High Schools that lost year 11 and 12 classes
this year are Wyndham, Dalwallinu, Mukinbudin,
Narembeen, Quairading, Brookton, Corrigin and Wagin.
Schools who have lost year 11 but are offering year 12
classes in 2010 for the final year are:
Kojonup District High School
Gnowangerup District High School
Southern Cross District High School
Wyalkatchem District High School
Carnamah District High School (to maintain their VET
program)
Dongara District High School
Boddington District High School (continued negotiation
between Boddington and Narrogin re VET)
Gingin District High School
Wongan Hills District High School
Jurien Bay District High School
Lake Grace District High School
Mullewa District High School
Roebourne District High School‟s year 11 and 12
classes will be phased out over 2010, 2011 and 2012.

forward to receiving some new stock soon, so
make sure you call in and pay us a visit.

Many thanks to our wonderful volunteers who
have given their time and support to service our
Centre and our visitors.
We have had another great couple of weeks at
the Visitor Centre, and have had many
interesting visitors—including our visiting Artists
from Denmark. We are also very much looking

If you would like to learn more about what goes
on at the Visitor Centre, or would like to
volunteer some time to our Centre—please
contact me on 0408 949 759.
New volunteers are always welcome and help us
to keep the Centre open.
We look forward to you visiting
us soon.

April 2010
Mon 5th
Tues 6th
* Bill Jenks *Jayne Argent
*
*Betty
Daly-King

Thurs 8th
*Henk Doelman
*Elsie Bishop

Fri 9th
Sat 10th Sun
* Cheryl Chappell *
* Kerry Slarke

Mon 12th Tues 13th
Wed 14th
* Bill Jenks * Jayne Argent *
*
*Betty
* Val Whiting
Daly-King

Thurs 15th
* Henk Doelman
* Elsie Bishop

Fri 16th
Sat 17th Sun
* Cheryl Chappell *
* Kerry Slarke

Mon 19th Tues 20th
Wed 21st
* Bill Jenks * Jayne Argent *
*
*Betty
*Val Whiting
Daly-King

Thurs 22nd
* Henk Doelman
* Elsie Bishop

Fri 23rd
Sat 24th Sun
* Cheryl Chappell *
* Kerry Slarke
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*
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Coping With Increasing Pressures in Our Lives
I don‘t think anyone would question that life for all has
become increasingly difficult over the last few seasons.
Many things that have developed, such as freedom to
market grain, changing and often increasing input
costs, different new world competitors, the value of the
Aussie dollar, have actually turned out to also have a
complex downside.
For rural people there are other significant
complications, we tend to plan our life around
reasonable weather and climatic expectations.
This year expectations are out the window, we are
going through unprecedented and difficult financial
times; unseasonal weather and unknown returns on
grain. These circumstances are creating significant
tension and distress this year.

6.

Be realistic about managing the situation and the
season, tomorrow will come and you need to be there
to enjoy it. Support each other and this season will also
pass into history very quickly. As difficult as things
seem we know in agriculture things can change quickly.
Keep positive, this may be the year to consider radical
options, keep talking who knows what may eventuate.
Regards
Julian Krieg
Wheatbelt Men‘s Health

When we experience this type of season it is possible
for the frustration to get us to breaking point. If we don‘t
take stock of the impact these things have on our
wellbeing it is easy to find our tempers rising and we
can be tempted to vent our frustrations on those in the
best position to support us; our partners, families and
our mates.

Scanning
Have your family photographs scanned
and saved to CD at the Telecentre.
We can also download from your
digital camera.
Enquiries on 9865 1470.

In times of distress we are prone to lash out at the easy
targets which are usually, if not always, the wrong ones
to vent our frustration on. There are no instant cures for
these problems but we can take a few steps to manage
our frustrations and prevent us from over reacting to our
personal circumstances.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Stop! Reassess your situation. We tend to
keep our head down and battle on trying to get
back on top of our problems by working longer
hours. This is very much a male response, as a
man I feel if I work harder I can fix it. If we stop
and take stock our expectations can become
achievable or we can change our priorities to
be more realistic and attainable.
Talk! Make sure the people who are going to
be affected know what is happening and what
impact it will have on their expectations. This
group must include family and others with a
vested interest. Do not feel you have to carry it
alone. Don‘t be afraid to talk about the pressure
you are feeling.
Don‘t panic! When our stress levels increase
we tend to get anxious which can lead to panic
type reactions. When we are uptight we are
more likely to make bad decisions and our
judgment is impaired.
Make time for ―self care‖. Make sure you don‘t
compromise on ―your self care needs.‖ It is
critical you look out for all your needs, this
includes good nutrition, adequate sleep, and
some form of relaxation therapy.
Reduce your alcohol consumption. In times of
distress alcohol is a depressant drug. For many
people when faced with challenges we can be
tempted to self medicate with alcohol, this is
not a solution try and resist the temptation.
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Maintain social opportunities. Make a point of
getting out and talking to others. You will find
sharing time in a social way relieves the
pressure and we find others are in the same
position as ourselves.

SPENCER
TRANSPORT
♦

Twice weekly freight service
to and from Perth

♦

Secure depot in Perth to
drop freight off to

♦

For all your wool and general
freight

♦

Forklift to load wool on farm
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Attention Landowners
Integrated Farm Forestry
Now a genuine long-term financial proposition









25 ha Minimum Area
Drought proof income stream
Long-term annuity payments indexed to CPI
Annuity payments compare favourably to average long term returns
Zero input costs
Trees designed to integrate within existing operation
Asset Protection through long-term environmental benefits
Major long-term industry vision

Whether your interest is from an income security or environmental stewardship
point of view integrated farm-forestry is now a genuine long-term financial proposition
worth considering.
Elementree Pty Ltd (“Elementree”)
Elementree is the creation and an assembly of some of the most experienced and
highly respected individuals in the oil mallee industry. They include the current and
immediate past Presidents of The Oil Mallee Association of Australia (OMA) Mr. Mike
Kerkmans and Mr. Ian Stanley.
The Company specializes in the design, establishment and management of integrated
agro-forestry systems for the production of carbon sequestration and renewable
biomass.
The Company provides landowners with long-term annuity payments (up to 30
years) over belts of their properties for the development of these agro-forestry
systems.
Contact Us
For more information or to arrange a no-obligation farm visit, please contact
Elementree on (08) 9244-2355, Mike Walter on 0417 889 108 or Stuart Macaulay on

0417 934 642.
Website - www.elementree.com.au
Elementree Pty Ltd (―Elementree‖) ABN 117 401 180 is a
licensed and fully-accredited abatement provider under the
Federal Government‘s Greenhouse Friendly™ Program.
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From the CEO’s Desk
As advised in the last Shire Update, the Shire President and I attended a meeting in Canberra convened by
Gwydir Shire Council and the Moree Plains Shire Council (where Roads to Recovery began) to attend a Rural
Roads Forum to discuss the development of a strategy to lobby the Rudd Government for additional road
funding.
The invitation was extended to 114 local governments throughout Australia where the value of their agricultural
activity is in excess of $100M or a whopping contribution in total of $18,522,810,000 to Australia's Gross
Domestic Product. The Shire of Lake Grace is ranked at 25 with its agricultural activity coming in at $192.8M and
as such is the second most productive district in WA.
It was agreed by the group to seek additional new road funding for the 114 shires based on an acceptable level of
funding to the amount contributed to the Gross Domestic Product expressed as an amount per kilometre of the
road network length. Warren Truss, Shadow Minister for Local Government also spoke at the meeting and gave a
commitment that should the Coalition win government at the next election it will re-introduce the Strategic
Regional Road Funding Program worth $500M to help underpin this request for funding. Should you require
further information regarding this initiative please contact me at the Shire.
Linda and I were invited to the Lake Grace Lions Club last week. We both enjoyed the evening and it was
pleasing for me to be able to catch up with such a long standing and dedicated voluntary community
organisation. It gave me an opportunity to give this great local club an insight into the Shire and where it is
heading in the future. I also commented that the Shire was more than happy to continue its long lasting
partnership regarding joint community projects including the Curtin University Volunteer Weekend.
With regard to requests for information, complaints or requests for works to be undertaken please address your
issue to the relevant Shire Staff Officer. This is done by speaking to the Shire's customer service staff who will
then either handle your query, record your request for follow up action or put you through to the relevant
officer. Please contact the Shire on 9890 2500.
Finally I wish you and your families and friends a safe and happy Easter. Remember it pays to be road wise over
the Easter period.
Sean Fletcher

THIS EASTER REMEMBER:


If you are planning to drink, plan not to drive - stay over.



Take regular breaks every two hours if you are travelling long distances –
swap drivers, go for a walk or take a 20 minute nap.



Reduce your speed – drive within the speed
conditions.



Belt up no matter how short the journey and ensure children are also buckl ed
up in an appropriate child car restraint.
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and drive to the road
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R ABB IT PO IS ON ING P RO G RA M
WHEN:
WHERE:

M O NDA Y 12 A P R IL 2010
S OUTH

TO :

F R IDA Y 16 A P R IL 2010

E ND O F T HE L A KE GRAC E RE C R EA T ION GR OUND

TRACK
D O GS

WH E RE DOGS AR E E XER C IS E D
C A N S T IL L BE E XE R C ISE D B U T

MUS T
H A VE TH E IR L EA DS A T TA C H E D

Shire of Lake Grace
Phone: 08 9890 2500
Fax:
08 9890 2599
E-mail: shire@lakegrace.wa.gov.au
Parks & Gardens Supervisor:
0429 651 112

LAKE GRACE POOL
**CLOSING
DATE**
Wednesday 31st
March 2010

Council Meeting Dates:
28 April 2010

1.00pm Council Chambers
Lake Grace

Driving Assessor
The Driving Assessor will be at Lake
Grace Shire Offices on Friday 9th
April 2010 to conduct Practical
Driving Tests. Bookings are now FULL. Please
contact the Shire office for upcoming test dates.
When you are making your appointment, please
have your driver‘s licence number, contact
number and date of birth ready to make the
booking process quicker.
You must give more than 48
hours notice of cancellation to
avoid cancellation fee. Please
call Jordie or Nicole on 9890
2500 to make an appointment.

26 May 2010

6.00pm Newdegate Library
Telecentre

Building Surveyor: Attendance at the
Lake Grace Shire Office
 Wednesday 7 April
 Wednesday 21 April

Shire Building Surveyor, Mr Darryle Baxter will
be available at the Shire Office on the above
date. Should you wish to meet with Darryle
we recommend you contact our office to
make an appointment—9890 2500.
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We Need Your Help….

COMMUNITY MEMOIR WRITING WORKSHOP
with professional writing instructor

Record a Story for the
Lake Grace 100 Years Book
Margaret Cole will run a workshop:
Wednesday 14 April 5.30 - 8.30pm
Lake Grace Village Hall
light meal provided
Do you have a story to tell? We want stories from 1911 to the present day. Your
story can be as short as a paragraph! You can bring a significant photo, object or
document (eg recipe, map) and you will be helped and inspired to write about it.

The workshops will give you an opportunity to record details of an event or object
that you feel has been significant or relevant in the history of
Lake Grace, your family, your group, your farm or business.
You don't need to have any experience in writing or be an established writer.

To book your place at the workshop or for further information,
please contact Jo Morgan, Shire of Lake Grace - Tel 9890 2500
or email jo@lakegrace.wa.gov.au
We Look Forward to Seeing You There!

We want stories from 1911 to the present day. Can you write or tell us about:
Transport – we need stories about rail, roads, changing vehicles, travel distances & times, freight, getting to school, fuel
Community Groups - we need stories about volunteering
Changing Townscape - we need stories about restoring the AIM Hospital and Stationmaster’s House, and the changes in
town building and businesses (especially since Across the Lake, 1992)
Agencies (school, police, health, power, water, Dept Agriculture etc) - we need stories about working for these groups
and changes in services, RFDS (fundraising, fly outs, importance), hospital –nursing your own community.
Communication – we need stories about the district telephone exchanges, mobile telephones (from ‘brick’ to iPhone),
internet and how information spreads by word of mouth.
War – we need stories about reserved occupations, POW's, conscription, national service, how war affected LG people
(blackouts, rationing), Volunteer Defence Corps, Vietnam
Daily Life/Lifestyle – we need stories about sporting and cultural groups 1992>, social life (Hall dances, cabarets, local
bands), going to boarding school, young people leaving/returning, booking down stores, farmers town day, safe
community, what people were reading, movies, television in particular eras, how has social ladder changed?
Natural Environment (inc. weather & seasons) – we need stories about the lakes, fauna, flora, farming seasons, climate
change, drought, floods, frost, land clearing, tree planting and conservation
Farming & Biodiversity– we need stories about CP blocks, farm allocations, bumper seasons, women farmers, changes in
farming practices - crops, stock, machinery, technology, manual book-keeping/farm budgets, chemicals, GPS, No Till,
water management. Do you have any old farm budget books? We would like to show farms budgets and records from
early days to the present.
Tall stories & yarns, Aboriginal history of Lake Grace
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Is Your Business Ready for the Future?
As the State economy gathers strength and
business confidence increases, Western Australians
can look forward to improved opportunities in the not
too distant future.





Recent surveys of job advertisements and
employment levels, conducted by the ANZ, NAB and
Commonwealth banks, show WA is leading the
nation and business confidence is surging.
The surveys also reveal that part-time workers who
have been significantly under-employed are now
increasing their participation in the workforce. This
may be great news for some, but should ring alarm
bells for small business operators.
The phenomenal growth currently underway in the
Mid West will add more pressure on Small Business
in this region, so now is a good time to re-visit your
business plan, look at staffing levels/ retention and
anticipate your future needs:


Where do you want to be in five years
time?
Do you want to extend your range of
services, or cut back and specialise?



Helge Skerris
Carpentry
Pingrup WA







Renovations
Gyprocking
Doors
Flooring
Roofs
Patios





Do you need to revise your pricing
structures?
Do you have a marketing strategy to
attract new business?
Would your business benefit by employing
an apprentice, or upskilling existing staff?
Have you considered employing a matureaged worker?
Are there opportunities at your workplace
for an Aboriginal staff member or,
Is there a role in your business for a
person with a disability?

Business plans are living documents that need to be
regularly reviewed and revised to make changes in
response to, or in anticipation of, changes in
economic circumstances.
Your local Small Business Centre (SBC) is your
gateway to the State Government‘s $2million BiZFiT
program. Whether it‘s the 2 hour local business
forum, the 2-day BiZFiT Extend session or a BiZFiT
―Pulse Check‖ conducted at your business
premises, you will benefit from the information and
guidance provided by the SBC team. To take
advantage of these offers, call 9881 3000

Livestock
Pregnancy Testing
Are you getting the full potential
from your livestock?
Johno Thurn
9072 1331
0428 248 223
John Thurn
9076 6153
0428 248 224

Identify your empty, single and
twin bearing ewes and optimise
productivity.
Ph: 9820 1119
Mob: 0427 249 711
ABN: 83 801 233 573
Email : helgeskerris@gmail.com
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Contact the experienced stock
scan team to make your booking.
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Varley’s New Water Source
The Varley, Mount Sheridan and Lake King communities
celebrated the opening of the Varley Community Dam project
on Thursday 25th March 2010:a valuable water resource that
will provide emergency water for community use.
Shire of Lake Grace President Andrew Walker, Chief Executive
Officer Sean Fletcher, Shire Councillors, Department of Water
representatives David Hillier and Alice Benz, along with
community members were in attendance at the ceremony.
Speakers acknowledged the Department of Water and the
Regional and Local Community Infrastructure Program for
Above: Shire of Lake Grace funds towards the project. The in-kind contribution by the
CEO Mr Sean Fletcher
local community by way of labour, machinery and materials
was recognised as an integral part of the success of the project.
Mr John Cornwall, President Varley Progress Association and Community
representative Mrs Bev Hyde had the honour of turning on the standpipe to
commemorate the ceremony.
The Shire of Lake Grace and the Varley Community look forward to an ongoing
partnership to ensure that this community resource is maintained for future use.
The Honorable Gary Gray AO MP, Parliamentary Secretary for Western and Northern
Australia, remarked through his media release, "I congratulate the Shire of Lake
Grace and the Varley Progress Association and the community for helping deliver
this important project, and helping to build a stronger and more sustainable region
for the future."

Above: The Varley Community Dam
Above: Mr John Cornwall
and Mrs Bev Hyde turning
on the standpipe

Above: Cr Dean Sinclair, Cr
Ian Chamberlain, President
Andrew Walker, Cr Ollie
Farrelly and Cr Ross Chappell
inspecting infrastructure.
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The Shire of Lake Grace is undertaking a community survey to determine the current level of
satisfaction with Shire services as well as to help us plan for our future. You are invited to give us
your feedback through an on-line survey that will take less than 20 minutes to complete.
You have two options:
1.

Go to www.lakegrace.wa.gov.au - click on COMMUNITY SURVEY.

2.

No computer? No problem - ring Nadene Owen at the Shire 9890 2500 to request
a paper copy be sent to you.

The survey is open now and awaits your enthusiastic response by the 30th April 2010.

Shire of Lake Grace

Burning Season
REMINDER
RESTRICTED
BURNING SEASON
(Permits Required)
Restricted Burning Season
THROUGH TO
30 April 2010 inclusive.
Sean Fletcher
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Pool and Pizza Night!
The Lake Grace Pool was alive and jumping on Thursday 18 th of March as teenagers aged 12
to 15 gathered there for a Pizza Night. The night kicked off with music pumping and a swim
before we commenced the first competition. Our panel of judges decided on who could make
the greatest splash from the diving board. We came down to three finalists. They had a play
off and we came to our winner. While it was still light, we played volleyball for a bit of fun. The
mat races were well enjoyed and almost every one joined in. We broke off into four teams to
see who could make it to the other end of the pool first. It was a true race to the finish.

At around 7pm, we enjoyed some of Rosie‘s pizza with garlic bread and a drink. Afterwards we
lined up the pool mats, a safe distance from the sides of the pool and had a competition to see
who could make it the whole way to the other end, on the mats while standing. This was heaps
of fun and great to watch. The night came to a close at 8pm with an Elvis impersonation
contest and a dance off. The night was awesome and participants enjoyed themselves.
Savannah Fletcher, YR 10 Structured Year Place Learner
for the Shire of Lake Grace

6—12 Year Olds
WATCH THIS
SPACE
Crafts Day to be held
2nd week of school
holidays. Lookout for
mail drop coming your way for details
in Newdegate and Lake Grace.
Morning tea/Afternoon party snacks
provided.
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Lake Grace Tennis Notes
The 2009/2010 tennis season wound up on Sunday the
28th March with doubles and mixed doubles
championships and the final of the men‘s singles
championships.
Darren Clifford earned his spot in the men‘s singles final
by defeating Rex Walker and James Eaton in his side of
the draw.
James took the two set encounter to a deciding tie
breaker 7-2. Justin Wright dispatched two ex club
champions with Laurie Steele putting up a good
challenge finally winning 6-2, 7-5. Ross didn‘t bother the
score keeper
Darren‘s strategy against Justin was to attack as his net
form had been good during the pennant season.
Unfortunately for Darren, Justin‘s game was a steady as
ever and his range was spot on. Its been a while since
Justin‘s last singles championship but after nearly an
hour he added another to his resume defeating Darren
6-1, 6-0. Congratulations Justin and well done Darren
on making it to the final.
The mixed doubles were next and although the draw
wasn‘t huge the enthusiasm was strong and we
managed to have a few laughs alone the way. Justin
and Debbie Wright (great to see you back at tennis
Deb!) played Darren and Melissa Clifford (same for you
Missy!) and won a tight match not really reflected by the
scores.
Ross Bowron and Kristie Stanton (first game for
2009/2010. Well done!) played Brad and Janine Watson
and had a fairly comfortable win. Brad tells me
afterwards that Janine was helping him fencing all day
Saturday - what a girl! Janine had been a tireless helper
with steak teas and the junior tournament this year so
thanks very much Janine. Your efforts haven‘t gone unnoticed. Kristie and Ross got off to a good start against
Debbie and Justin but soon it was back on serve at 2-3.
Debbie was hot on the net and playing some good
tennis too! Each serve game was tight with most going
to Deb at least once. Debbie and Kristie were playing
good solid tennis, especially considering it was the first
hit of the season for both of them. Tight to the end the
match finished in Kristie and Ross‘s favor 9-3. Well
done and we look forward to seeing Kristie at the courts
again later on in the year.
The men‘s doubles championships were between
Darren Clifford and Justin Wright and Brad Watson and
Ross Bowron. Ross and Brad rated themselves a
chance and got off to a reasonable start. What Brad
lacked in speed he made up for in power and this kept
Darren and Justin back from the net a bit! Ross dropped
his serve twice in the set though and that made winning
all the more difficult. Still plenty of pressure and it could
honestly be said the score line didn‘t accurately reflect
the game. Brad and Ross lost the first set 6-2 but due in
for the second set hoping to win it and force a tie
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breaker. The lights were already on as the sun set and
the game was on serve locked 2-2. Justin then held
serve and Brad‘s serve was broken, Darren held his
serve and at the change of ends the score was again 52 in their favor. Ross did an origami (fold under
pressure) and dropped his serve, making Darren and
Justin 2009/2010 men‘s double champions. Well done
guys, we all really enjoyed the game.
Well that‘s it for another season, the tennis club will still
be active during the winter to help finish of the ―bunker‖
though so watch the Link for Busy Bee details. Your
help would be appreciated.
The AGM for the coming season will be in the first week
of August (date to be advised), so please bear this in
mind. An early start will help with organizing fixtures,
rosters etc. anyone who wants to come along and have
some input please feel free to do so.
Last but not least a big thank you to all the people who
have helped on the steak tea rosters. It raised well over
$1,500.
Those who helped on steak tea roster: Darren and
Melissa Clifford, Alex and Lauren Duckworth, Dennis
and Sandy Gittos, Brad and Janine Watson, Grant
Marshall, Nat O‘Neill, Michelle Lynch, Dean Carruthers,
Genni Curtin, Jason and Penny Willcocks, Royce and
Anna Taylor, Luke Bairstow and Gemma Swarbrick,
Danielle Robertson, Linda and Andrew Hunt, Ross and
Belinda Bowron. I can‘t thank you guys and girls
enough and we hope to see you again in 2010/2011
season.

Lake Grace
Gymnastics Club
The gym season starts again on May 3rd, 2010.
Session times and age groups will be advertised
in the next Lakes Link.
All registrations must be done on May 3 rd or 10th,
between 1:30 and 3:30.
Please contact Anke Stoffberg (98 649 135)
or Wendy O‘Neill (98 649 040) with
registration queries.
The major equipment set up will
be on Thursday 29th of April,
starting at 3:30.
All other queries to Kate Zweck
(98 719 047) or Wendy O‘Neill
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Interschool Swimming Carnival Results 2010
Boys
Girls
Girls
Boys
Girls
Girls
Boys

9 years
10 years
11 years
11 years
12 years
13 years
15 years

Cooper Earnshaw
Imogen Taylor
Marcia Trevenen
Nash Kirk
Jordy Medlen
Carrie Taylor
Jack Carruthers

Runner-up
Runner-up
Runner-up
Equal Champion
Runner-up
Champion
Runner-up

Overall shield for outright points
1st
Boyup Brook - 416 pts
nd
2
Kojonup
- 391 pts
rd
3
Lake Grace -371 pts
th
4
Wagin
- 275 pts
Handicap Shield
1st
Boyup Brook - 456 pts
nd
2
Lake Grace – 394 pts
rd
3
Kojonup
- 391 pts
th
4
Wagin
- 280 pts

Jack Carruthers doing backstroke

Lake Grace Golf Club

Golf Open Day

Busy Bee

Sunday 18th April

th

Saturday 10 April
10:00am
Bring your;
Rakes, shovels, trailers,
chainsaws, buckets and
gloves.

2 person ambrose
Names in by 12 noon for
a 12:30 hit off.
All welcome!
Steak tea to follow, members
please bring a salad.

Sausage sizzle for lunch
There is a list of jobs to be done
written on the blackboard at the
clubhouse and green keepers shed
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Basketball Grand Final (Cont.)
Well done to both teams for a great
final. Final scores: Jumps 23pts def
Giants 19 pts.
A big thanks to the coaches of all the
juniors for all their time and effort. The
committee has done a fabulous job to
get the season organised. Umpires
Jeanette Trevenen and Peter Dines
did a commendable job of umpiring
the Grand Final. Congratulations to all
involved with Junior Basketball for the
season. Please ensure more people
become involved in 2010/2011.
In
the
Women's
competition,
Bombettes finished the season on the
top of the ladder and were crowd
favourite to take out the Premiership.
They faced off against the Trolls, who
Back: Narelle Hutter, Lynda Trawinski, Anna Taylor, Delys Giles.
didn't have the most successful
Front: Fiona Chatfield, Lyn Caruthers, Danielle Robertson.
season but in a four horse race, it's
anyone‘s
game.
Some
great
basketball was played, alongside some rather ordinary
basketball - the odd wayward pass. Determined efforts
from both sides saw a close yet low scoring game. Half
time score was 10 all and the second half saw repeated
forays into the key for both teams with little success for
either side. Great defence from both teams kept the
second half scores down with the Trolls holding their
hard fought lead in the final minutes to win by one point,
thirteen to twelve. Most Valuable Player went to Lyn
Carruthers from the Trolls.
Umpires: Geoff Sabourne, Jeanette Trevenen and Peter Dines
The men‘s game, the last for the night starting at
8.30pm was between the Eagles who ended on
top of the ladder for the season and the Redbacks
in third place. This was a hard fought game from
the first centre toss with some great basketball
played by both teams. The game was very even
and very fast, keeping the three umpires on their
toes. The Eagles team was more accurate when it
came to goal shooting with a few three point goals
by Peter Roukens putting the Eagles in front. In
the second half accuracy was still a problem for
the Redbacks resulting in the Eagles winning the
Grand Final 39 to 20. Most Valuable Player went
to Leon Clarke of the Redbacks.
The Committee would like to thank everyone
involved with our first year back on the courts.
Thank you to our junior coaches and especially
Diedre Trevenen the Junior Coordinator who put a
huge amount of time into the kid‘s competition. All
the umpires for the season, in particular Geoff
Sabourne and Jeanette Trevenen who were there
every week and Geoff for trying to improve the
level of umpiring in the Association. Thank you to
Peter Dines for taking the challenge of umpiring
the Grand Finals with Jeanette and Geoff. The
Shire for caving to pressure and getting the courts
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Back: Peter Roukens, Ash Hope, Matt (Merv) Spurr,
John Amores and Tristan (Troy) Amores
Front: Damon Pelham, Greg Amores and Joe Callope
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Basketball Grand Final (Cont.)
finished in time and all who contributed to that. The
parents, who supported their kids each week and
helped out in any way they could. Thank you to Wayne
Trawinski for helping with the 'sticky' backboards and
the players for making the competition possible.
Sponsorship is a very important part of the running of
any club to keep subscriptions low and make the game
more accessible, so thank you to all our sponsors and
trophy donors. Retravision, Farmworks, CBH, Blue Light
Disco Committee, Westpac, Spencer Shearing, Elders,
Tyrepower, SBM Tyres, CCL Hardware, S & L
Carruthers, M & L O'Neill, S Chappell, Neu-Tech Auto
Electrics, Chatfield Ag Spreading, Lake Grace
Cabinetmakers, G Sabourne and Trevenen Plumbing.

donated by Elders
Men's Fairest & Best - Peter Roukens
Award donated by Geoff Sabourne
Men's Runner-up Fairest & Best Marcus Trevenen / Karl Fleay
Award donated by Lake Grace Cabinetmakers
Women's Fairest & Best - Juanita Trevenen
Award donated by S & L Carruthers
Women's R-up Fairest & Best - Natalie O'Neill
Award donated by Neu-Tech Auto Electrics
Men's Highest Goalscorer - Peter Roukens
Award donated by Spencer Shearing Service
Women's Highest Goalscorer - Juanita Trevenen
Award donated by Chatfield Ag Spreading

Trophy winners for 2009/10
U13 Premiers - Jumps
Medallions donated by Trevenen Plumbing

Men's MVP Grand Final - Leon Clarke
Award donated by S Chappell

U15 Premiers - Redbacks

Women's MVP Grand Final - Lyn Carruthers
Award donated by S Chappell

Men's Premiers - Eagles
Medallions donated by CCL Hardware / Premiership
Shield donated by Tyrepower
Women's Premiers - Trolls
Medallions donated by SBM Tyres / Premiership Shield

Winners of the $100 money board were:
$50 to Fitz Komene,
$20 to Chad Stanton
$10 to Lauren O'Neill.

Grain storage specialist Chris Newman
Department of Agriculture and Food will explain how you can

Make your investment in grain storage
PROFITABLE and
Prevent Phosphine resistance developing
On the property of: Doug & Debby Clarke
Gordon Road
9.30 – 12.30

Thursday the 8th of April
Chris will demonstrate Phosphine
fumigation
 In a standard silo
 In the new ground level silo
application

Hear about

Maximising your storage setup

phosphine resistance and the grain industry

options to protect your grain

Use of nitrogen in sealed silos

how to profit from Aeration

managing grain post harvest

Get answers to your questions to help you achieve

‘weevil free profitable stored grain’
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Western Australian Little Athletics State Championship
The new State Athletics Centre proved to be a happy
hunting ground for local athletes Brittany Doney and
Imogen Taylor at the WA Little Athletics 2010 State
Track and Field Championships in Perth on March 20th
and 21st.
Representing Narrogin and Districts Little Athletics
Centre, the duo achieved a number of personal best
(PB) performances in their respective events, with
Imogen bringing home a silver and bronze medal for her
efforts.
After weeks of training the girls were ready to take on
the best the state had to offer – with year seven Kukerin
Primary School student Brittany tackling the under 12
girls 60m hurdles, 100, 200 and 400m – and year 5
Lake Grace District High School student Imogen
contesting the under 10 girls discus, 60m hurdles, 200m
and 400m.
Hurdles was the first event for both girls and after
finishing a strong second in her heat it was a nervous
wait for Imogen to see if she had made it through to the
final. In only her first competitive hurdles event for the
season Brittany ran strongly to finish 5th in her heat with
a time of 11.60 seconds– a fantastic effort for a
newcomer to the event.
Discus was the next event on the programme for
Imogen, and despite falling short of her PB of 21
metres, finished 7th in a strong field with a throw of
19.47m.
Delighted with the news she had made it through to the
hurdles final it was straight back onto the track – with
heart racing and nerves tingling.

berth so it was time for a well-earned rest for the pair in
preparation for Brittany‘s 400m and 100m heats the
following day and Imogen‘s 400m.
Sunday‘s warmer conditions were to prove challenging
for the 400m runners, but undeterred the girls rose to
the occasion with Imogen winning her heat in a PB of
1min 12.07 seconds to go straight through to the
afternoon final and Brittany clocking a time of 1min
10.26 seconds to finish fourth.
Rested and keen but with butterflies performing back
flips, it was soon time for Imogen‘s 400m final.
Up against 200m gold medalist Zoe Walker and 800m
winner Chelsea Peck it was always going to be a tough
task to secure a medal from lane eight, but Imogen
started fast and held her form right through the finish
line to clinch the bronze medal in a new PB of 1min
10.27 sec. behind Walker (1min 08.33) and Peck (1min
10.22).
Then it was Brittany‘s turn to take to the mondo track in
her heat of the 100m. With the adrenalin pumping and
temperature rising it was a blistering heat, with Brittany
showcasing her pace to outperform some of her
metropolitan rivals, finishing fifth in a time of 14.38
seconds.
Despite missing out on the final Brittany could hold her
head high and be proud not only of her achievements
but her enthusiastic attitude towards training and
fantastic work ethic.
Both athletes are to be commended on their
performances and courage in taking on the state‘s
best.

After a false start the gun fired and the girls were off
with top seed Robyn Hitchin from Baldivis setting a
cracking pace over the first hurdle with country finalists
Samara Healey (Bunbury), Meg Whittington (Narrogin),
Ariel Hopewell (Bunbury) and Imogen in hot pursuit.
With the last hurdle negotiated it was a race for the
finish line with Hitchin holding on to her lead to be first
through the gates only just clear of both Healey and
Taylor who tied for the silver medal in a time of 10.91
seconds.
Proud and relieved but with little time to savour the
moment it was marshalling time for the 200m heats.
The under 10 girls were first on the card and in a PB of
31.82sec Imogen finished second behind 2009 gold
medalist Melville‘s Zoe Walker, so once again had to
wait to see whether it was enough to earn her a place in
the final.
Brittany‘s 200m soon followed and in a fast heat she
held her own against some strong opposition to finish a
very credible fourth.
Unfortunately Imogen narrowly missed a 200m finals
Imogen Taylor proudly claiming the hurdles silver medal
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Humour
Felix the Cat
My aunt's neighbour in New York had a beautiful black
cat, named Felix, who spent his days outside and came
indoors at night.
One cool October evening, he disappeared. The
neighbour searched for him in vain for several days.
The following spring, however, Felix reappeared,
looking healthy and clean. She figured he's been out
sowing his wild oats.
Everything was back to normal until that autumn, when
Felix disappeared again. The next spring, he returned.
Perplexed, my aunt's friend began asking neighbours
for clues. Finally, she rang the bell of an older couple
who lived down the street. "A black cat?" the woman
said. "Oh, yes! My husband and I hated to see him out
in the cold, so we bought a cat carrier. We take him to
Florida with us every winter."

Bathroom
A five year old boy went for a weekend trip with his
grandparents. On the way home, they stopped at a
country restaurant for lunch.
The little boy left the table to use the restroom by himself. A moment later he returned with a confused look
on his face. He says, "Grandpa, am I a rooster or a
hen?"

Captain's Mystery
Once upon a time there was a famous sea captain. This
captain was very successful at what he did; for years he
guided merchant ships all over the world. Never did
stormy seas or pirates get the best of him. He was
admired by his crew and fellow captains.
However, there was one thing different about this
captain. Every morning he went through a strange ritual.
He would lock himself in his captain's quarters and open
a small safe. In the safe was an envelope with a piece
of paper inside. He would stare at the paper for a
minute, then lock it back up. Afterwards, he would go
about his daily duties. For years this went on, and his
crew became very curious.
Was it a treasure map? Was it a letter from a long lost
love? Everyone speculated about the contents of the
strange envelope.
One day the captain died at sea. After laying the
captain's body to rest, the first mate led the entire crew
into the captains quarters.
He opened the safe, got the envelope, opened it and...
The first mate turned pale and showed the paper to the
others. Four words were on the paper; two lines with
two words each:
Port Left
Starboard Right

All in the Perspective
Two mothers met for coffee. ―Well Ruthie, how are the
kids?‖
―To tell you the truth, my son has married a real tramp!‖
says Ruth. ―She doesn‘t get out of bed until 11. She‘s
out all day spending his money on Heaven knows what,
and when he gets home, exhausted, does she have a
nice hot dinner for him? Ha! She makes him take her
out to dinner at an expensive restaurant.‖
―Oh! What a shame. And how about your daughter?‖
―Ah! Now there‘s a lucky girl. She has married a saint.
He brings her breakfast in bed, he gives her enough
money to buy whatever she needs, and in the evening
he always takes her out to dinner at a nice restaurant.‖

Rookie Pitcher
A rookie pitcher was struggling at the mound, so the
catcher walked out to have a talk with him.
"I've figured out your problem," he told the young
southpaw. "You always seem to lose control at the
same point in every game."
"When is that?" asked the kid.
"Right after the National Anthem."
Baggage
My dear friend, a divorcee, never remarried, and her
daughter wanted to know why.
"The men I know would bring too much heavy baggage
to the marriage and I simply don't want to put up with it,"
she explained.
Taking her mother's hand in hers, my friend's daughter
said sweetly, "I hate to break the news to you, Mom, but
you're not exactly carry-on yourself."

Alligator's Teeth
A tourist was admiring the necklace worn by a local
Indian.
"What is it made of?" she asked.
"Alligator's teeth," the Indian replied.
"I suppose," she said patronizingly, "that they mean as
much to you as pearls do to us."
"Oh no," he objected. "Anybody can open an oyster."

Tiny Lizard
A man walks into a bar with a newt on his shoulder. The
barman looks at the creature and asks the man what he
calls it.
"Tiny" replies the man.
"Why's that?" asks the bartender.
"Because he's my newt!"
Peat Moss
A woman went into a hardware store to purchase a bale
of peat moss. She gave a personal check in payment
and said to the clerk, ―I suppose you will want some
identification.‖
He replied, without hesitation, ―No ma‘am, that won‘t be
necessary.‖
―How come?‖ asked the woman.
―Crooks don‘t buy peat moss.‖ answered the clerk.
Stolen Parts
A drunk phoned the local police department to report
that thieves had been in his car. "They have stolen the
dashboard, the steering wheel, the brake pedal, even
the accelerator," he cried out.
However, before the police investigation could start, the
phone rang a second time, and the same voice came
over the line.
"Never mind," the drunk said with a hiccup. "I got in the
back seat by mistake."
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40 Years of Lake Grace Lions (cont.)
A heart monitor and defibrillator was donated to the
hospital as an aid to heart patients.
Lion John Kellow had the honour of the President‘s
chair in 1978 and being the owner of a Motor Repair
and Dealership business had a problem or two with the
spark plugs not firing, but when the carburettor was
cleaned the Club was purring along without backfiring.
Lion John saw the tree planting project started. The
meeting held on Woody Island, Esperance plus the
fellowship is never to be forgotten by those present.
Lion John did good fund raising and raised the public
profile of the Club to a higher level. John de Vree was
Zone Chairman at this time also.
Lion John Brown-Cooper had the responsibilities of
President in 1979, being the local Bank Manager he told
us he would figure out any difficult problems and the
whole matter would balance out in no time and a good
years work would attract a bonus. Lion John saw the
start of the Lake Grace Airstrip upgrade and installation
of electric lighting on the strip for Flying Doctor‘s use.
The Lions Club, in conjunction with the Aero Club were
two main organisers. Lion John‘s fund raising was
good, including money for clearing up the Shire
chambers for the builder and a cropping program.
This year saw the completion of the Senior Citizens
Hostel project, which opened on the 16th August 1980.
A project which started in 1970, changed course in
1978 and became a reality in 1980. Lion John‗s year
was of good social standard as he figured well in the
10th Anniversary dinner and rounded off his year still
smiling.
Lion Len Elliott was seated in the Presidents Chair in
1980 and being a farmer beyond repute had us all
cultivated in no time. We all had a good seed bed with
a bit extra double strength super, making us rise quickly
to all occasions. Lion Len‘s year saw the start of the LF
Thiel Memorial Aero Ambulance building at the air strip
and the Tourist Information Bay, just east of the town.
The Lions Club were the spearhead of both projects,
with fund raising receiving an extra boost with the 120
acres of crop yielding well, a battery drive capped it off.
Lion Len‘s year was of great interest as it involved all
members.
Lion John Yzerman of Dutch stock, who migrated to
Australia a few years back, is a Master Plumber and in
his Presidents welcome in 1981 promised he would
have no water problems, as he would call a wee break
often and make sure no member got into hot water.
Lion John had a very successful fund raising year and
had many busy bees on the ambulance building at the
air strip with it almost completed and ready to use.
1982 saw Lion John de Vree take the Presidents chair
for the second time and having had more experience in
Australian ways, promised members a good deal, the
best this side of the Black Stump. Lion John saw the
Tourist Bay building finished and the Airstrip Ambulance
Building completed and opened on the 26th March 1982.
The Lions Ladies deserve a thank you for their part. A
Cryco Surgical Unit was donated to the hospital for skin
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lesions etc and has proved to be useful.
Lion Alan Thiel sat in the Presidents chair for the
second time in 1983. After a short welcome and
proposed summary of the year ahead, he soon had all
members wired for action with all dials synchronised.
Lion Alan‘s year will be remembered forever as it was
the saving of the Inland Mission Hospital, which is now
fully restored and will forever be a part of the history of
Lake Grace.
1984 brings Lion Nick Maalouf back into the Presidents
chair for his second term. In his welcome he said
―Meetings would start on time and as most of you drive
Ford cars you will always be early here‖. Lion Nick has
done good fund raising, with a bike-a-thon and town
Xmas night project, plus fund raising and extra money
for the Hospital restoration, by the sale of souvenir
plaques. At the close of the year fifteen, all Lions were
arriving on time and ready to serve those in more need
than themselves.
In 1985 the President elected was secretary Ian
Campbell but at the eleventh hour he was transferred to
Perth so the first vice President Henk Doelman was
elevated to President and to the chair.
Lion Hank of Dutch stock was the local baker for many
years and found it hard to attend all Lions Meetings.
Now retired he is always on the job, his main project
was the collection of aluminium cans . He also took a
keen interest in the AIM Hospital restoration.
Unfortunately owing to personal reasons Lion Henk had
to relinquish the chair and Lion Frank took over.
Lion Frank Ackermans took over the Presidents chair in
late 1985 with a good working knowledge of the rural
land, as he was the Service Manager for Hannaford‘s
seed grading operations in Lake Grace & districts.
Frank was of Dutch stock and took a keen interest in
Drug Awareness and gave the project a lot of support.
Our annual cabaret was falling out of popularity with the
people, but our Festival Queen was quite popular.
Although a year of change in leadership the club still did
quite well with the proceeds.
1986 our President was Lion George Harvey. Father
George being the Anglican Priest who had risen to the
rank of Canon, George was never stuck for a word or
two.
Lion George had already been Zone Chairman and
Deputy District Governor so he needed no prompting as
to the running of our Club; he supported Save Sight and
Help to Hear Foundation as well as supporting the AIM
Hospital restoration project. Lion George was very
keen on our tree-planting project and was a great help
with the selection of suitable trees. It would be better to
say that our members appreciated Father George‘s
leadership.
It was with great sadness during 1988 when the club
bereaved the loss of Lion Lady, Jacoba (Connie)
Doelman, Connie was always ready to play her role
when needed.
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Are you being pestered
by Spiders, Mosquitoes and Flies?
Are you concerned the diseases insects’ carry can be
transmitted to your family?

Do you wish to do something about it?
For prompt courteous professional service contact
your local operator, on 1800 643 922
Advantage Pest Control specialises in the control of spiders, flies, cockroaches,
mosquitoes, silverfish etc. using synthetic pyrethroids which have very low toxicity to humans
but are lethal to insects, are biodegradable and environmentally friendly.

Effective and long lasting, up to six months protection for your family.
No Toxic Vapours. No Unpleasant Odour. No Unsightly Staining.
Will not affect your pets, cat‘s dogs or birds, as they are warm blooded.
Will affect flies, mosquitoes, spiders, cockroaches, fleas, and silverfish.
Recommended by the Health Department of W.A.

We will be in your area during
APRIL
No price discrimination. City prices for rural dwellers.
Internal or external treatment available Please book early to avoid disappointment
ADVANTAGE PEST CONTROL
Free Call: 1800 643 922

Web: www.advantagepest.com.au
Email: admin@advantagepest.com.au
Termite Detection Reports to AS 3660 and Timber Pest Inspection Reports to AS 4349.3 Available on request.
We have the environmental solution to your termite problems
Servicing all Perth suburbs and country areas of W.A. Northam, Chapman Valley,
Northampton, Dongara, Dowerin, Geraldton, Mingenew, Mullewa, Morawa, Lake Grace, Coorow,
Perenjori, Kondinin, Dandaragan, Latham, Moora, Bindoon, Gingin, York, Busselton, Dalwallinu,
Kalannie, Three Springs, Ongerup, Pingrup, Ravensthorpe, Bremer Bay, Toodyay,
Chittering, Greenhead, Miling, Wongan Hills, Wellstead, Gardiner, Jerramungup,
Gnowangerup, Busselton, Capel, Dardanup.

Environmental pest control that doesn’t cost the earth
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Saturday morning classes?
A Saturday morning class could be available if you
are interested. The class would start between 9.00 and
9.30 (majority will rule) and run for 50 mins. The class
type would be a variety of what is currently offered by
ARC. If you would like this class and could support it
throughout the cooler months please let Letisha know
ASAP.

CHARGE INTO WINTER
Starting Wednesday 7th
APRIL 2010
DAY

AM

PM

Monday

6.00 - 7.00
MTT BOOTCAMP
(Letisha)

5.45 - 6.45
FORCE 11
(Anna / Melissa /
Letisha)

Tuesday

9.20 - 10.10
BASIX
(Letisha)

5.40 - 6.40
HI LO FAT
BURNER
(Anna)

TIME TO UPDATE your health screening form...New
forms available from your instructor. All participants
OLD AND NEW will need to complete a form at the
commencement of the new timetable.

Weds

6.00 - 6.50
FORCE
(Sharon)

5.45 - 6.45
MTT BOOTCAMP
(Letisha)

Blood Pressure Testing is available by your instructor
and is highly recommended to be recorded on a regular
basis. Why not have your reading done when you
complete your new health screening.

Thursday

9.30 - 10.10
FOREVER FIT
(Sharon)

5.45 - 6.35
MOVE ‘N’ BALL
(Sharon)

Friday

6.00 - 7.00
MTT BOOTCAMP
(Letisha)

A new class with an old favorite MOVE ‘N’ BALL. A
class incorporating the fitness ball. Full of lots of
bounce and fun.
Thursdays at 5.45pm (new timetable)
If you have a group of friends and would like a class
catered for a particular timeframe AND you can support
the class ongoing see your ARC Instructor.
If you have not registered your mobile number yet and
would like to be kept updated with ARC then REGISTER
your mobile phone number today.

Members will now receive a monthly letter keeping
you up to date with classes, instructors, the latest in
health and fitness news and surveys. If you would
prefer to receive this letter by email send your details to
Letisha.
Starting next timetable all members will receive a diary
of their own to record goals, personal
achievements, measurements and personal
programs. The diary will be kept at the Lesser Hall for
ongoing reference. Instructors will be encouraging
members to goal set on a regular basis and will be
assisting in every way possible to help achieve and
maintain results and goals.
SCHOOL HOLIDAYS?
Day classes will not be available but will return on
Tuesday 20th April. This class will continue pending
ongoing support by participants.
HI/LO will not be available during school holidays BUT
will return Tuesday 20th April.
EASTER BREAK
Classes will not be available over the
Easter long weekend.
For further information regarding ARC, ARC programs
and training contact Letisha at the Shire on 9890 2500
or email letisha@lakegrace.wa.gov.au
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AT THE BEGINNING OF THE CLASS PLEASE
INFORM YOUR INSTRUCTOR OF ANY HEALTH
ISSUES YOU MAY HAVE







Classes are designed to cater for all levels of fitness
unless otherwise informed
Please bring water bottles, a towel and correct
footwear to all classes
Please bring a hat, sunglasses and sunscreen to
outdoor classes.
Due to participant safety, please arrive at classes on
time. Participants will not be permitted to join class
if more than 5 minutes late.
For the comfort of all ARC participants please
bring a towel to all classes

Classes may be cancelled due to unforeseen
circumstances, where possible notice will be
given.
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BOOTCAMP 1. a training camp for recruits. 2. ...a camp...which places emphasis on military-style
discipline
MTT - Motivate To Train BOOT CAMP
To differentiate itself from other group fitness styles, MTT focuses on a dynamic, high intensity, motivational style
of fitness training, where participants are continually challenged in order to gain fitness improvements. MTT
focuses on participant results, instructor participation, fun and safety. It takes you from indoor ‘one-on-one’ to
intensive outdoor group training. Rain, hail or shine SEE YOU THERE!!
Training sessions will be Monday and Friday morning at 6.00am and Wednesday evenings at 5.45pm
at the lesser hall (time is negotiable) See new timetable.
DO NOT BE TURNED AWAY BY THE NAME!
Each recruit attending will be trained according to their fitness ability. YES you will be pushed, but to what your
trainer knows you are capable of. Whether you run 10kms a day or walk 3 days a week, MTT is suitable for you.
YOUR MISSION ...TO HAVE A GO!
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT BOOTCAMP

Do I need to be fit to do Boot Camp?
Definitely not, that’s why you are coming to us. On day one of the program we will encourage you to participate in
a range of basic fitness assessing (BFA) allowing us to determine a training level depending on your individual
fitness level.

What sort of results will I get?
The two most obvious results of Boot Camp are “Fat Loss’ and ‘Increased Cardiovascular (CV) Fitness’. Other
benefits of the training regime are increased muscle tone, improved muscular strength and endurance and agility.
An added bonus it can improve self esteem and confidence.

What makes Boot Camp so different to other fitness programs?
There are a number of major differences; it is run completely outdoors (rain, hail or shine with exception of snow).
There is NOWHERE TO HIDE out there, your instructor will always know if you are slacking off. Your instructor will
challenge you physically as well as emotionally and mentally. You will see and feel the difference (even) in the first
two weeks.

What will I be doing in a Boot Camp session?
The program is designed to challenge you physically and mentally. You will participate in activities including but not
limited to; your level of running/jogging, squad runs (all together as a team), hill training, push ups, crunches,
team strength challenges. Mission days specifically designed to challenge the individual and team to achieve a set
objective, BFA (Basic Fitness Assessing), theme sessions and iron man challenges.

Is Boot Camp safe?
Safety is a priority of MTT Boot camp. Your instructor takes every precaution to ensure that you are safe at all
times. Your instructor will always carry a first aid kit and mobile phone. As a recruit you are encouraged to manage
your own personal safety by wearing suitable exercise clothing, shoes and to maintain safe levels of hydration
during exercise. Each recruit will be required to complete a Recruit Enlistment form at the beginning of their first
session.

How often should I attend Boot Camp?
As many times a week as possible. The more you attend the faster and better the results and as the program is
been piloted during April, June and July the earlier you start in the program the more you will get out of it. If you
can attend 3 sessions GREAT, if you can attend 1 session FANTASTIC, at least you’re there giving the program a
go. And if nothing else you tried it, loved it and want it again.
MONDAYS & FRIDAYS 6.00am & WEDNESDAYS 5.45pm
ARC FEES
$3.00 casual class
$30.00 - 3 month land class membership
$100 - Land class membership
$150 - Land and water classes plus pool membership
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CLASSIFIEDS
PUBLIC NOTICES

FOR SALE

Shire Council Meetings 2010

2004 Ford Falcon

The next council meeting is
Wednesday 28th April 2010, 1pm at the
Council Chambers Lake Grace. Members of
the public are welcome to attend meetings.

Sedan BA MK 2, white
105,000kms, excellent condition
$8000 ono
Ph Derek or Kristie 98651324

Development Association AGM

2002 Nissan Patrol ST

Lake Grace Development Association will be
holding their AGM on Monday 12th April.
7:30pm at the Visitor‘s Centre.
All welcome!

4.2 Turbo Diesel, seven seats,
bullbar, new tyres,
3‖ exhaust. $23,000 ono
Ring Greg Argent on 0428 654 043

Babysitter
The Lake Grace Golf Club is looking for a
babysitter. This is a paid position from noon
through to approximately 5pm every Sunday.
For all enquiries please ring Craig Reeves
on 9865 1310 a/h.

Lady Doctor
Dr Linda Haines will be in Lake Grace on
8th & 9th April; and 13th & 14th May.
Appointments available.

Margaret Cole
Clinical psychologist / counsellor for
Southern AgCare comes to Lake Grace
regularly. A free and confidential service.
Contact direct: 0427 441 459 or
margaretmcole@iinet.net.au

WANTED
Helpers for Steak Night
The Lake Grace Sportsman‘s Club is looking
for anyone who would be able to volunteer
for a steak night. Please ring Rachel
Pelham on 9865 1303 or 0427 651 303 if
you are interested.

Small Couch & Ladies Bike
Willing to pay. Contact Amy Jones
on 9865 2451.
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Seeding Gear for Sale
Ford Versatile 946—325hp, 6152hrs,
$55,000 ono
Versatile 855—280hp, 2100hrs on rebuilt
engine, $22,000 ono
Flexicoil 820—41‘, 9‖spacing, $36,000 ono
Ausplow DBS—35‘, 250mm spacing,
$33,000 ono
Fusion 8T-engine drive, new rims/tyres,
$11,000 ono
Fusion 6T—hydro drive, $7,000 ono
Marshall 980T—2003 model, $35,000 ono
Jenell 5000lt sprayer—2005 model,
$60,000 ono
Various other farm machinery for sale as
well — please inquire.
John Hendry 0429 668023 or 9866 8025.

Upright Gas Stove
Chef Premier, four burners,
fan forced oven with electric ignition.
Very good condition.
$300.00. Ring Gwen on 9864 9054
or 9865 1317.

Pet Cage
Ideal for the pet rabbit or guinea pig, could
also be used for birds. 2.1m high, 2.1m
wide and 1.5m deep. Has mesh floor. $50.
Ring Craig or Suzanne on 9865 1310 a/h.
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Anglican church
Of Lake grace

Telephone

Fax

Andrew Walker
(President)

9865 1241

9865 1921

Ian Chamberlain
(Vice President)

9871 6001

9871 6035

Maundy Thursday
Lake Grace

9865 1188

Good Friday
Stations of the Cross
(Nolan Farm)
Devotion

Amanda Milton

9865 1960
0429 654 011

Ollie Farrelly

9865 1180
0427 651 180

Easter Eve
Lake Grace
Jeanette de Landgrafft

9838 9062

9838 9041

Ross Chappell

9865 4058

9865 4051

Wally Newman

9871 1582

9871 1587

Dean Sinclair

9874 7045

9874 7005

CRISIS CARE NUMBERS
Doctor‘s Surgery
Hospital
Ambulance
Police Station
Fire Brigade
Emergency Services
Electricity Faults
Water Faults
Directory Assistance
Crisis Care Unit
Women‘s Refuge Group
Family Violence Intervention
Programme
ACRAH Men‘s Refuge
Domestic Violence Legal
Aid Unit
Family Court of WA
Youth Legal Service
Citizens‘ Advice Bureau
Samaritan Befrienders
Margaret Cole
Poisons Information
Kids‘ Helpline
Seniors‘ Information
Family Helpline
Southern AgCare Counselling

Mr Neil Bishop
Mr Colin Connolly
Mr Ron Dewson
Mr Geoff Sabourne
Mrs Amanda Milton

9865 1208
9890 2222
000
9865 1007
9865 1250
000
13 13 51
13 13 75
12455
9325 1111
9227 1642
9336 2144
9272 1333
9328 7602
9224 8222
9227 4140
9221 5711
1800 198 313
0427 441 459
13 11 26
1800 073 008
1800 199 087
1800 643 000
0427 441 459

ph
ph
ph
ph
ph

9865 1632
9865 1010
9865 1224
9865 1171
0429 654 011

7:30pm
9am
2pm
7:30pm

Enquiries: Father Dave 0427 545 560
Terry Gladish 9865 1022

LAKE GRACE
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Holy Thursday
Lake Grace
7pm
Friday 2nd April
Stations of the Cross (Nolan Farm) 9am
Saturday 3rd April - Easter Vigil Mass
Kukerin
5pm
Lake Grace
7pm
Sunday 4th April
Ravensthorpe
8:30am
Hopetoun
11am
Sunday 11th April
Blessing of the Plough
11am
For inquiries and request for home visitation,
please contact the parish office on 9865 1248.

Watering Days in Lake Grace
Last digit of your lot or
house number

Your two scheme watering
days are:

1

Wednesday & Saturday

2

Thursday & Sunday

3

Friday & Monday

4

Saturday & Tuesday

5

Sunday & Wednesday

6

Monday & Thursday

7

Tuesday & Friday

8

Wednesday & Saturday

9

Thursday & Sunday

0

Friday & Monday

You may water only once either before 9am or after 6pm
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April
Fri 2

Good Friday
Stations of the Cross
Steak Tea at the Sportsman‘s Club
Transplant Australia Rumbo‘s Run
Easter Sunday
Rubbish Collection
Riding School
HACC Chair Aerobics & Exercises
Riding School
SOYF Aerobics
Pingrup Potters
Weight Watchers
LG/P Junior Hockey training
LG Hockey Club Training
Building Surveyor in Lake Grace
Riding School
Pizza night at Rosies
LG/P Football Club training
Drawing Group—3:30pm—5:30pm
Riding School
Dr Linda Haines in Lake Grace
Fish & Chip Night—LGS Club
Dr Linda Haines in Lake Grace
Gymkhana
Driving Assessor in Lake Grace
Steak Tea at the Sportsman‘s Club
Craft at CWA
Golf Club Busy Bee
Rubbish Collection
Recycling Collection
Lakes Link News Deadline
LG Development Association AGM
HACC Chair Aerobics & Exercises
Pingrup Potters
Weight Watchers
SOYF Aerobics
Foot Clinic
Lotterywest Grant Seminar (Beverley)

Sat 3
Sun 4
Mon 5
Tue 6

Wed 7

Thur 8

Fri 9

Sat 10
Mon 12

Tue 13

7
6 8
1
8 3
7

9
1

3

5
7

4

5

1
4 7

2
9
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6
8 5

4
6

LG Hockey Club Training
Pizza night at Rosies
LG/P Football training
Immunisation Clinic
Drawing Group—3:30pm—5:30pm
Lotterywest Grant Seminar (Narrogin)
LG/P Football Club jumper presentation

Coming Events
April 17th - Winter Sports, 1st fixture at Borden
April 18th - Golf Open Day
April 21st - Building Surveyor in Lake Grace
April 21st - Succession Planning Workshop (p.36)
April 22 & 23rd - Chemcert Two Day Workshop
April 23rd - HACC Activity Day
April 24th - Blondes of Bondi at Sportsman’s Club
April 28th - Shire Council Meeting
April 29th - Setup of gym equipment (p.42)
April 29th - Special General Meeting of the
Telecentre
April 30th - Community Surveys due
May3rd - Gym season starts
May 13th - Dr Linda Haines in Lake Grace
May 14th - Dr Linda Haines in Lake Grace
May 26th - Shire Council Meeting
June 16th - Shire Audit Committee Meeting
July 29th - LG Library Resource & T/C Meeting
November 17th - Shire Audit Committee Meeting

Craft at CWA
11am until 5pm every second Saturday (next
held on 10th April)
Fee $2 BYO Lunch
All Welcome:
Craft, cross stitch, quilting, card making,
Scrap booking, any new craft welcome

Sudoku

2

1

Wed 14
Thur 15

1

3

 The Sudoku grid of
rows and columns is
divided into individual
3x3 boxes.
 The aim of the game
is to fill each row,
column and 3x3 box
with the numbers 1 to
9.
 You can‘t repeat
numbers in a row,
column or 3x3 box
and you can‘t change
the numbers already
in squares.

2

7

9
7

5
3

4
4

2

5
6

8

8

3

7

5

6
5

9

4

9

3

2
8

1

5

